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SULTAN SPENDS DYING
DAYS INTRIGUINGFORSON

TWO TRAINS
COLLIDE AND

AGAIN GETS
QUITE

RESHAD
BROTHER
DRUNKEN
WOULD SUCCEED HIM BY TURIS
KISH LAW. WHILE YOUTH
FOURTEENTH FROM THRONE.

NO ONE HURT

0

Fatal Wreck Special on
Illinois Central

Interfere Unless Matters
Get Much Worse.

--

INJURES

TREASURY HAS $25,000,

CREW AND FIF

TEEN OF THE PASSENGERS

BE USED

Stock Market Sluggish During the M. K. & T. Cains Suits Against
Settlers-Er- ie
Kallroad Refuses
Whole Day Till Leaders Kan Off
to
Grant Shorter Hours.
Sharply at the Close.

Special Correspond? nee.
Constantinople, Nov. 10. A fight
for the succession to the throne of
Turkey Is now being waged by a ser
ies of intrigues more Intricate than
any since Abdul Hamld became sul
tan.
Abdul, knowing bis days are num- l.ered, is trying to change the Turkish
law of succession, which declures that
the eldest male member of the Osmnn
royal house is the heir to the throne.
If this law were carried out the next
sultan would bo Abdul s brother, Res-na- d
drunkard,
EfTeadl, a
and after him Abdul's nephew, Prince
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BOSTON FIRE

PARTY HEARD

A

BY

BIG AMOUNT

1
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Secretary Shaw Has Refused Baltimore And Ohio Suffers

WHICH COULD
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ncendlary Was Thought to
Have Been at Work But
Not Caught.
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Are Well. Is the Messaga
Which Comes Wafted
Over the Sea.

:

NEARLY HALF A MILLION

THOMAS OF LORD STROMAS,

IS

i

ADVERTISERS,

f.v

Vh:jp

Youssouf.

lite

''

DEAD

Not Much Hope of General Shat
ter's Recovery From Attack
of Pneumonia.

Dock of Lehigh Valley Coal Com
pany Consumed With 50.000
Tons of Stored Coal.

j

FELL

Ever since Abdul made himself sul
an by having his brother Murad de
posed, 'he has kept Reshtd and Yous- Norfolk. Nov. 10. The wireless teK
New York, Nov. to. Train 29,
Boston. Nov. 10. A dangerous fire
Washington, D. C, Nov. lit St ere- souf prisoners, knowing that if they
egraph station at Capo Henry was tala
incendiary,
11.
thought
train
to
be
and
today,
early
tary Shaw today authorised the state-- ' crashed into each other last night a were free they would try to assassimorning In touch with tne Battleship
practically ruined the large
ment that lie will not buy bonds, re- - halt mile west of Jamaica, on the nate him. Abdul knows also that if
Louisiana bearing President Roosevelt
Beaveriy
in
on
sxreei,
bulidlDK
brick
fund or Increase deposits In the Na- Long island railroad.
Both engines either of them were to succeed him
the north end. causing a loss estimat - toPanams. The operator reported alt
tlowal banks unless present conditions were smashed. There were about 300 cme of their first ac'-- would be to
ed at $100,000, distributed among ev- well.
'materially change.
persons on the two trains, but no one make lifelong prisoners of Abdul's
Two firemen
eral manufacturers.
sons.
Secretary Talk Quite Plainly.
were overcome by the smoke and two NOTED MAN AMONG THE
was seriously hurt, which is considIn try
engaged
is
therefore
Abdul
The treasury, he says, holds
PUBLISHERS FALLS DEAD)
ered to be a miracle. Several of the ing to depose Reshad and Youssouf
had narrow escapes from a falling
which can be used as a last
10. Ambrose
Chicago, Nov.
L.
were
others
telescoped
were
and
cars
roof.
but it will not be used until ab- badly smashed. An open switch was before they come to the throne. He
Thomas, president of the firm of Lord
s
wants to pass over a host of other
solutely necessary. What has been
& Thomas, known to newspapers alt
cause of the collision.
HALF MILLION GOES
and secure the succession to his
done in response to business condi the
IN FLAMES OF FIRE over the United States, dropped dead
UP
favorite son, Prince Mehmed Burnan
tions. Unless business conditions ONE WAS KILLED AND
Scranton, Pa., Nov. 10. Fires of today of heart disease.
generally are again disturbed nothing
MANY WERE INJURED. Eddine Effendi. fourteenth In the or
origin today dstroyed the
unknown
111
I
an ther will be done.
;
i
Ohio, Nov . 10. A der of prospective sultans.
N
Manchester.
building, BUT LITTLE HOPE FOR
& Konnedy
Carter
Is
being
s
project
ambitious
Abdul
Ohio
&
GENERAL SCHAFTER'S LIFE
on
Baltimore
wreck
the
&
occupied
by
Hard
Shear
Foot
the
BANKS SHORT ON THEIR
Southwestern road today resulted in opposed secretly by many of I lie high
Bakersfleld, Calif., Nov. 10. Th
ware Co., the J. 8cott Inglals Carpet
LEGAL RESERVE FUNDS
that,
who
if
officials,
fear
Turkish
injury
death of one man and the
and Furniture Co., and the large two- - condition of Major Oeneral Schafter.
New York. Nov ; 10. The bank thenearly
a score of ot Iters, of whom Mehmed would try to reform 1 urkeystory building of J. I. miliums, caus- who is lying critically ill with pneumany
statement for the week shows n rtefl-c- ll of
slueof
ho
abolish
the
would
k
may die.
i
ing a total loss of about $430,000 monia at his ranch near this city. 1st
in the legal reserve of $1,514,000. several
cures that now exist. Reshad Sultan.
If no decided chango
Seven firemen were Injured, one serl unchanged.
on the other hand, would devote 'alii
RAIL
BROKEN
INJURES
for the better today, Ins. Hie will b
ously,
STOCK MARKET WAS DULL
IN A SPECIAL. his time to his rum bottles and his
FIFTEEN
dispalred of.
ALL DAY TILL CLOSE
10. A harem.
HI.,
Bloomlngtor
Nov.
The army is not very favor- QUARTERS OF MIL- New York, Nov. In. The decrease
THREE
beMehmed,
is
Impressed
by
who
ably
Cen
spccinl
Illinois
of
the
CURRENCY REFORM BOARD
LION DOLLARS CONSUMED
in the legal resfrve of bunks and the Nashville ,
was wrecked today ing educated as a sailor, whllo the
PRINCE MEHMED. '
PRINCE SABAHEODINK.
PREPARING FOR MEETING,
statement by Secretary Shaw, dis- tral.
111., Nov. 10
Chicago,
The
of
docks
respect
generals
deep
for
passengers
a
have
and
Buckley.
Fifteen
at
PRINCE RESHAD.
avowing any Intention to Jopt meas-tise- r
Washington, Nov. 10. The first
company,
One
Lehigh
Coal
Valley
tho
of
who
Is
a
man
fa
Injured,
Youssouf
Prince
none
crew
the
were
or relief for the money market tally.train
Hundredth street and Commercial meeting of the newly appointed cursplendid courage and fighting ability.
A broken rail was the cause.
in the present conditions, did not afavenue,
were totally destroyed by fire rency reform board will be held her
They
busy.
powers
to
are
ish"
army
causes
revolutionaries
other
playing
the
European
the
is
Abdul,
however,
fect the stock market until the very RAILWAY GAINS OVER
today, causlilr a damage estimated by on Monday, when preparations will
Meh- are headed by Sabhaleddine, an en
adopt.
hostility
an
of
against
believing
to
officials,
civil
attitude
the
was
last of the session. The marketmove.
lightened Turk of royal blood, who re- the officers of the company to be $757, be made to draft a currency rerornx
KANSAS PEOPLE IN SUIT. that in the end a compromise will be med. .'.
not active at any time and the
Topeka,
Nov. 10. Thousands reached In favor of Mehmed.
Kan.,
success,
The'
sides
chances
in Paris because of a wish to 000. The fire originated from un- bill for presentation to congress. The
favor
Abdul's
until of acres of the most valuable farm
or
ment was sluggish throughout
They are for reform and known cause In an engine room in the board includes In Its number somofinlonger.
a
actively
live
proceed
his
can
.with
Menn,-for
if
believes
he
kaiser
The
that
prominent bankers and
the close when some leaders ran off land in Kansas, together with a large i made sultan through Teuton help scheme, while those who oppose him may be in a position to force some basement of the coal house, In which
asv
sharply.
amount of land located in the towns he will favor the projects of Berlia are able to work very quietly-fo- r
fear of their lilt a 8 into adoption by weag 50,000 tons ot coal were stored. The anciers in the Unitedis States..toand
said
favor
President Roosevelt
expectthe
given
Is
eucces
ing
burning
state,
Is
to
between
and
coal
and
still
themselves
of
the
is
cities
In
losing
it
the
for
extending
of
heads.
German
their
mtlitentfe
LONDON'S LORD MAYOR
ed to be several days before it can en- the nlan, great things are..ex;pected.Kansas & Texas railway by Asia Minor. The position of Germnny
,
In the meantime the "young Turk sion parties.
OBSERVES ANCIENT CUSTOM Missouri,
commission is regardsupreme
decjslon
Kansas
a
of
the
tirely be extinguished. The company's This currency'
London. Nov. 10. Sir William Pur
as an unusually stroug one, tne.
ed
'
railin
machinery
is
about
today,
alone
case
in
of
loss
court
the
the
yesterday
at the way
die Treloar was
only objection to It that can
against Watson.
$200,000.
In 186ti conGuild hall sworn in as lord mayor of gress
offered being that the section of thej
Pacific,
granted
Union
the
a
DEMOCRATS YET CLAIM NEW YORK CHINALondon. The Lord mayor's show,
country west of Omaha Is not rep-- ,
now
Missouri,
branch,
southern
tne
was
reiic of the medieval times,
ot '
The fifteen
resented.
&
IS
-- 00
right
CELEBRATING
Kansas
TOWN
way
Texas,
a
of
held through the streets. As Lord
represent
York,.,
New
commission
the
to
feet
Riley
from
wide
Fort
the
south
Nov,
eat
Chinatown
10.
to
New York,
Mayor Sir William will have
Cleveland. Indian-apirT- s,
r celebrating ihe ftaveJity'fonA an- Chicago, St. Lour,.
HARRIS' ELECTION
:u proiiigioua nuinbes of dinner j, spend state line. Aftem'urJt. p itenih vote
fie
'Orlu,mi, PPt?.:
t)umha,private
persons
issued
to
land
for
the
An,
Tso
nlversaray of the birth of
four' times his salary of 150,000, in through which the railroad runs,
City, At- burg,
Kansas
.Moines,
JV
empress
of China. For lanl
entertaining ,. wear gorgeous robes,
the dowager
HOLD-UWnBhinirton
llonneatan.
nnd
way.
excepting
without
right
the
of
thirty-five
years
upwards of
this old HI,,
ride in an uncomfortable and wonder.
the latter being' the home of Joha,
persons have been treating the
lady, who sprung from the Umul'lest
fill old coach, and go through a lot These
former president OX tbv.
right
way
of
being
100
only
B3
feet
origin, has played a winning game
of fussy ceremonies just as they were
a mW'
imin
wide,
some
cases
and
Americad
valuable
against mignty loreign powers and
carried out for the past seven hundred provements
have been erected in tfre
of milch , influence throughout th
vears. Sir William, who is 6 feet 2
has
never
part
the
surrendered
of
fifty feet on each side, which
Vote Cannot Be More Than leading lady. Born In abject poverty United States among the oankeVs 6B.
inches in height and a jovial after outer been
used without disturbance
oflgrea,. It is bedinner speaker, is known 8s a pull have
in the west of China, it was said she smaller cities.
years. The railroad brought
lieved, will not bo prevailed upon to
Majority
Way
1000
Any,
nnthoplst his pet hobby being the care for many
was
sold
bv
an
her
parents'
to
Verified-M- en
to oust these occupants and t.e
do much this winter, but it is stated
of crippled children. He was kiiiguteil suit
amiable old general.
She was ap- on
court decides In its favor.
Watson,
It May "Co.
authority that the president's forh-- .
.bv the late Qu en ictoria.
pointed
by
Emperor
Hsien
Feng, his coming
defendant, was one of the landowners
message will have something
secondary
wife,
emand since then,
and acted as a figurehead in the suit.
say
to
.
concerning
it.
peror,
empresses,
insuperior and
NOTED HUNTER AND GUIDE
It Is thought that the case may be apSENATE COMMITTEE TO
ferior nobles, have all passed under WHALE
HAS DIED IN VERMONT pealed to the supreme
"
or the
court
FISHING THIS
Newbury. Nov. 10. The death of United States.
her hypnotic influence.
She rules
j
IN
Special
MEET
KANSAS
CITY
Evening
to
Citlztn.
The
near
west
the
tne
railroad
YEAR
track
near
HAS
guide
BEEN
Moore,
FAILURE
anil
famous
with a rod of Iron, her son, the presNathan
the
liullup, N. M., Nov. 10. The story j end of tho Gallup yards, where they
ent emperor, merely acting as her Dunde-s- ,
Scotland, Nov. 10. The
hunter, recalls t'ite fact that "Uncle ERIE ROAD REFUSES DEpassengers
of
robbing
of
a
on
a
the
west
boarded
bound
freight
for
placed
whale fishery this season at Davl.s.
called,
has
mouthpiece.
Nathan," as he was
MAND FOR SHORTER HOURS. Santa Fe
telegraphed!
night
.Monday
is
train
10.
last
Topeka,
Nov.
Kas.,
Winslow.
Chairman
news
was
The
to
more moode. caribou and bears
strait and off the coast of Greenland
New York, Nov. 10. President Unbut It was not a hold-up- .
The ahead, and Marshal Hanks of Winslow ' Kvan of the democratic state commit- - NEW YORK IMPORTS
has been a complete failure and whalhis credit than any other known derwood, of thevErle railroad, today verified,
robbery
was
committed
was
while
the
.
there
they
to
meet
ar
them
when
years
70
SHOW GREAT INCREASE ers are daily returning here almoet
t'uiitsiuaii For more than
refused the demands for reduction of train stopped for breakfast, and the
' is growing more confident of the
legan
Both
to
on
run
rived.
thieves
great
New
empty. The failure Is due to the great
York Nov. lo According to
working hours by the firemen of the property
Vthau Mihi'c tramped the
consisted of a valise and seeing the officer. Hanks called for election of Harris as governor every appraisers of this port the value the
of hurricanes of July and August which
:ttlifrn wildernesses hunting all big road. A poll of the firemen is to be overcoat
belonging
bew hen they didn't he hour.
to
Walker
trio
He
Frank
from
today
them
to
said
halt
that
and
goods
entered for the month of Octo- packed the narrow seas with Ice and
,! me in these woods. Moore's record taken by their officers to determdine of Flagstaff, Ariz. The
theft wa8 com- - let go a double barreled shot gun at lated returns It looks like Hartl.s, will ber was $70,9X7,102 ari increase
276 moose over 300 caribou. 1.10 whether they will strike.
prevented the whales from reaching
of
by two tramps. On securing the man wearing tho overcoat.
mltted
The
s
as compared with the sume the fishing grounds in time. At pres..us and iinaumlieicd deer and
be the next governor. He does not bethe
'heavy
stuff,
the
thieves
valise
tho
took
coat
cloth
prevented
of
the
the
BULGARIA
H..- was of the tyte of
WANTS TO BE
lieve it possible to the vote to be month last year. This Is the largest ent the market price of whaleboue Is
FREE FROM FOREIGNERS to Snyder's rooming house here and shot from penetrating deeperhan the
In the history of the port. There $t7,500 a ton and is likely to Increase.
- :ide and huntsman Intrepid and
way. Chairman were
rifled
it,
1,000
nothing
but
either
over
but
took
the
skin
man
stopped
and
a
the
Sophia,
after
Bulgaria,
10.
Nov.
Prince overcoat. This
220 automobiles, including
he was known to cry
33 In the end of September two of th
by
was
the
of
republlcra
short
run.
Crummer
ascertained
committee
necond
Tim
ran
Into
thief
Bulgaria
Ferdinand
will
of
sail from Marshal
ike a ctuiil '.a The death of bis
domestic cars of total appraised value whalers got nipped In the Ice but
disWinders
new
Oallup,
of
who
figures
a
no
availsaid
had
he
that
the
hotel
and
locked
of
door
the
Naples
in
days
few
a
for New York,
dog
of $808,052.78 a great Increase over their crews were saved by crossing
with a view, it is said, of maturing covered the stolen valise under the room In which he took refuge. His able. He claimed to .have official re- all other Imports. During tho month the ice to Prince William land, which
Snyder
bed
thirty-fivthe
at
rooming
The
turns
which
house.
counties,
refuge,
trap,
however,
from
proved
be
to
a
plans
his
and seeking financial aid for thieves evidently
precious stones to the value or
they reached la an exhausted state.
FAMOUS AUTHOR TO PREhad become fright- as he was compelled to
by with unofficial returns avready receivwere'importod.
SIDE AT CHURCH DEDICATION his coming campaign in Bulgaria. Tue ened and instead of staying in the the application through asurrender
HO".
a
plurality
give
Hoch
of
ed
t.
in
the
crack
prince
is ambitious and desires that rented room, slipped
Minneapolis, Minn.. Nov. lit. The
out of town and
of sulphur fumes. Both men are
COTILLION AT ELKS' BALL
R. C A. ;orden. the famous author the slate of Bulgaria should have com- remained until night la shrubbery door
in jail at Winslow.
TO CONSIDER AFFAIRS
plete
independence from Russian and
NEW MEXICO SHEEP
who writes over the nom de plum of
IN
INDIAN
TERRITORY
"Ralph Cmmer" will officiate at the Turkish influence. Vast quantities of
Kansas City, Nov. 10. The United
ROOM LAST NIGHT
arms and ammunition have been landdedication f.f 'l.e Orare Presbj-teriaStates senate committee on Indian
GREAT DEMAND
OF
AN INDIAN CHIEF
'hurch here toinoriow. The noted ed at Veriia and the peasants are
.
or
consisting
Senator
Clark.
young CamniUiu will make no other drilling in secret. The prince thinks
Wyoming, chairman;
Kansas,
the present time ripe for the moveA cotillion of the youug people and
public appearance here.
gee.
Brandt
Conn.;
Teller,
Colorado CHADWICK A CO. OF THIS CITY young married people was given ln
ELECTION LAWS
ment as Russia Is too troubled with
KILLED WITH STONE
Clarke,
Montana,
will
assemble
RAILWAY TICKET AGENTS
and
Its own aiialrs to do anything active.
Elks' ball room last evening. There
REPORT 60ME BIG
in Ka.isas City today nd Sunday, On
HOLD LARGE CONVENTION
were about twenty-fivcouples who
SHIPMENTS.
(jnuslnn will
MunitHV liiori'in?
uttlehil
Mobile, Ala., Nov. 10. The unuiial COBALT MINING COMPANY
participated In the first entire cotilTO RESULT IN PROSECUTIONS , WHILE OUT
,
AT
CELEBRATING
i,
convention of the Canadian AssociaBaltimore
at
hotel
end
the
UNDERTAKES NEW VENTURE
Chas. Ciiadwlck & Co. completed lion ever given ln Albuquerque. The
WHEREVER POSSIBLE, 8AY3
LAS CRUCES AND TWO MEN
tion of Ticket Agents was held here
Monday afternoon the coiumittfo will the last shipment of lambs for tho brilliant success was due to the offiOntario, Nov. 10. The Cleveland
ATTORNEY GENERAL.
UNDER ARREST
today. There were about 300 dele- Cobalt Silver Mining Co.. which
trip
through
an
extended
leaves for
season from Magdalena in the form of cial leadership of Mr. und Mrs. May-nar- d
gates in attendance and were welcom- owns large properties north of the
tie Indian Territory to bold hearings. a 21 car tralnload yesterday and Chas.
Gunsul and the spirit of the peo''We irooe to prosecute every
hearings,
open
which
to
are
ed by General Agent C'barls Rudolph Teinlskmlng and Hudson Pay mines,
Chadwick With his brother, William, ple present, which is characteristic
Felipe Reval, the cbl.f of the Jlule Al
- laws
violation
electionof
the
that
sought
wil
Mobile
be
Arof the
who bad been supervising the loading of Albuquerque society. "The figures
and Ohio railroad.
commenced work on a shaft today
Indian trlb.e. was found deml lnf 'ub"1'. "rniatkm
rangements are being made for a trip which will undermine Clear lake for comes to our attention, whether from Pueblo
L luvuai lauua,
jjuuii ltDi, returned here last nignt. his urwmrr were various and too numerous to deIn mw. of tha ImrU- - iitrt.nl.
I ,
for the Canadians to Louisville and a considerable distance on the south a republican or democratic source," Cruces Thursday morning at 6 o'cloc k. removal of restrictions on Indian land accompanying the train to Trinidad. scribe fully. Tho first favor figure
Chattanooga.
side. A rich vela of native silver six- was a statement made yesterday af- n it n i I'rn h rwi i iimiiii v iiaiir i .
and other things vital to Indian Terrl- - "In a few days," said Mr. Chaawick, provided the men with large white
'
teen feet wide runs under the lake ternoon by Attorney General W. C. vartr. were notified and took charge j1"1' f"1'8-- , ,n wulch
"we will start shipping from this paper boutannieres ' and the ladles
Reid,
for himself and Gov- of
'
point and In all pronabllty will send with crepe paper muffs and boas of
l""'r
"
and, the shaft win be made to follow ernor speaking
hl?
al"
body.
the
The
left
was
cheek
bone
Hagerman to a reporter of the
ANTI-SALOLEAGUE
It. This is the first venture of its
out from here about sixty car rads. varied colors. Among the more strikcaved in and from all appearances the
New
Mexican.
d,
kind ever made in silver or gold minWe will also make shipments from ing figures were the rollicking
Charges of election frauds are be- man had been dead for seve V! hours. MAGGIE LUZON FELL
Grants end E Paso as soon as posthe stately quadrille anil screen,
put under arrest Juan
The oiHc-rSUPERINTENDENT GUSY ing.
ing made In Torrance county. While
figure ln which the ladles placed
sible."
Attorney General Reld and Governor Barela. Pablo Ramirez aril Jose MarTHREE HUNDRED BABIES
The train sent out yesterday was behind bright paper covered screens
tinez who were in a neJriy house of
HER
FACE
FLAT
ON
IN FLORIDA BABY SHOW Hagerman were at Kstancia on their
one of several which Chadwick and at a given signal burst through to
Uek. W. U. Havens, superintendent
Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 10. There way to the capital they were men at ill repute run by two women. Jose
company have sent out this year from dance with the waiting gentlemen: The
of the New Mexico-Arizon- a
was u great exhibition of dimples at the depot by a delegation of Estancla Alanines testified btfi.ie the coroner's
western Socorro and Valencia coun- cotillion closed with a Japanese lanleague, left this morning oa lacksonville carnival today when citizens who complained of alleged Jury that Juan Bun lu had hit the
season has proved one or tern march. The hall was in darkness
No. ' for Las Vegas, where he will ovr 300 babies from all parts of the illegal voting, illegal counting and the victim with a rock held in bl8 left WOMAN .COLLAPSES .ON PAVE- - ties. Tho important
the most
ones In the his- except for the lanterns each carried.
hand. Dr. W. C. Field held an autop- MENT FROM OVER INDULQ.
spend Sunday in tne Interest of the southern states were placed on exhi- ejectment of an election Judge.
tory of New Mexico sheep raising and Owing to the marked snccess of the
league.
Martin Cliavta of Kstancia was the sy and when seen said there was no
On Monday morning Mr. bition. The contests were for one,
ENCE IN BOOZE,
buying and while complete figures nre cotillion there is an expectation of
Havens w'Jl btart for St. Louis to at- two and three year old child ten and principal one charging fraudulent vol- - j doubt that Heval came to his death
"
not as yet available It la expected organizing a permanent club.
in? and MMintinflr It mam Ma unn hn bv a blow from a blunt iiiuii.ii,..n
tend the national convention of Hague attracted an immense crowd.
The patronesses and patrons were:
a nauve woman woo that they will finally show a large
Maggie
superintendent, which convenes oa
it is claimed, was thrown out of ajrauinK a hemmorrhage of the brain.
resides ln Old Albuunorque. collapsed excess over those of any former sea- Mrs. G. L. Brooks, Airs. Montague
voting place while serving as a Judge He was killed about 4 o'clock
Wednesday, November 14. Forty-tw8CARCITY OF DUCKS
The coroner Jury returned a ver- - ,n ,0", of a rt,Mrt t 221 Third street son. Much delay has been experienced Stevens, Mrs. W. B. Chllders, Judge
state superintendents are expected to
ON SUSQUEHANNA RIVER of election, because he would aot
holding Juan Barrela responsible Itlls niorning shortly after 9 o'clock, this year in shipments owing to the Abbott and Mr. W. P. Johnston. Of
be present, besides the national ofri- Crlsfleld. Md., Nov. 10. There were agree to the count made by the other diet
for tin death. The murder was the Maggie, who had been drinking, fell unusual Interest taken In the recent those who contemplate Joining the
two.
rs. Rev. Havens is billed for three never so few ducks seen on tin
club there were present last night
election and to the shortage ot cars,
Mr. Chaves and his son are now at result of political rejoicing. All the nat " ner face- - which came in
luldressen during his stay in St. Louis.
and Bush river ..ats as this
Ijirge shipments have been made Messrs and Meadames Mtynard Ga-ul- .
',n tne Kranitoid pavement,
ln.:'s lu the melee were Intoxi- - ,a('t
On Monday, November IK. the na- season, which opened a few davs ago. Santa Fe to consult with an a'lorney
Es-tiicting painful bruises on her fore- - recently from Socorro county the
J. U. Cottln, W. O. Cbadbourne, A.
to what stps could be taken to
tional board of directors of the league Floods, high water and the" trash as
B. AlcGaffey, O. A. Matson, J. W. Eladhead and mashing her nose flat. She tantia valley and the territory
n
oniitn tlm sIIaiu J l.lnlt...
will meet also in St. Louis, and Dr. flowing down the rivers are ascribed l .
cut-off
few jacent to the Helen
and tne der. C. S McLandress, Charles White,
w':s
I. C. Rollins, wLo with Mr. Havens as the cause.
Spoilsmen are fMeat-l- understood that they have engaged INTERNATIONAL CHESS MATCH
Kiel nrri. Santa Fe Central. J. B.Alanby of Trin- Howard Clarke, Fran? Cook, Roy McAttorney A. B. Renehan to look after
represents these tenitorlis oil that
TO START IN NE W YORK fM.,.iv
disappointed.
,
man buried to nolico head. idad has Increased
his shipments Donald, it A. Frost. Mrs. J. A. Bartheir interests.
board, will be- present at that meetOsiead, Belgium, Nov. lo. it was quarters for an officer and a doctor,
largely this year as have also all the nard. Allsses Elizabeth and Betty
ing.
On I
letnru from St. Louis OKLAHOMA SUCCEEDS IN
linn the great inter- ' ne Salvation Army captain,
here
announced
concerns formerly Interested ln New Willey, Lucy end May Hazledlne,
Mr. Haven i expect to pass tnough
WATERMELON SEED FARM FORMER SECRE7AY OF
chess match between Dr. sen. bathed Maggie's wounds and Mexico accounts.
Hoizman, Salter, Rodey, AbI .aw son,
Okbi.,
Nov. In. The experi"
PUBLIC WORKS RETIRES Emmanuel l.asker. champion of the i,roiight
Albiiiii rf,iie to Presrntt. Al l., where
The ever Increasing desire for New bott, Chllders, Baldrldge. Tascher.
her around, assisted by
be will tpt;nd tiuinlay, November '!', iiiMit of planting Km acres of waterNov. 10. The resiguat 'on
.Marshall, winner of eral women of the neighborhood, and Mexico sheep Is attributed in part to Messrs. Pickard, Alger, Hertzog, Well-ler- .
Havana.
Frank
und
im the. special
request of the payors melons for the product ion or seed of Geu, Retail Montalva. former fec the recent International
Stanui), Walter and Ben Jaffe,
masters' kIi.. h take! to 1 er home In o!,t the continued demand for mutton in
f that cili
M. Havwi has j rutins-e- il near here has i roved veiy successful. retary of public works and acting tournameut at Nuremberg, w ill be town
the eastern markets. Good prices have Huulng, Post Huber, Flemlug, Sweet-lanprice
will
The
be about 12 cents a ininiste-- r of the interior under the commenced jn New York
to gle liij reaiieis of 'i'he l'iti.
Robinson, Dr. Rice, Ulumply and
and finished
The oiiiun. who is well known to prevailed this year and those InterestMuch of the juice has been
:M of pound.
a (Htjnie.( reimrt i f I is trip
raima administration, took place to- - at Hie Kursaal bere. January 7th is", the nolire. has i ollnpsed on '.bo street ed in sheep await the season's fissures Hubert Siiimis of Ihe Pecos Valley
used iii ni:tUiiiu syrups.
lilt
iu!i ;
ti i rin
day.
set f r Hie dnti
with much curiosity.
ranch.
cnil Ult'es betoit
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rule of ho company whn he failed to
remit all the net premiums rouccieu,
at once.
lio fvon rofii?-i- l to send a chock
Weekly ky
ftfcilikef. Dally
covering the balance of sums he had
Tfce Citizen Publishing Company hove the claims he paid ho nolo
against the company pending the
thrwah tfc
I at fwtaflto fortranamlMla
of the differences and .he
never pent the company a ptntement
of bin accounts or the creaits asuca
at any time," said the prosecutor. "If
nnv siTrrt nereemrnt was made be
tween Rutherford and Vallandinghnm.
It was to dorrami other agents and tne
accused has show n by his own test
that It was improper,"
OmlkI Paper of Bernalillo Count?
4 City of Albuquerque.
If you haven't the tlnio to exercise
AmctoM Frmt sfttno.il Dlipatctw.
regularly, Poan'g rpgulets will prelarpit City ind CMy Clrciilill.m
vent oonstlration. They Induce a
Tlx lirtnt Nw Mulct Clrttilitlon.
easy, heslthful action of the
Nrtim Mmni Clrrvlitl. mild,
bowels without griping. Ask your
druggist for them. 23c.
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Is Reviewed:

by
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Pharmacy

Capital end surplus,

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

smooo

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN
On

KIT To Trade

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

y

n

--
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SAW PAPA IN JAIL
AND SHE GAVE IN

Hos-tette-

o

FOR SALE

Iindrell

Cro-awe-

Solicit

-

J

W

Solo."

ll.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TQPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

m

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

POR TERFIELD CO.

ALBUQUCRQUr, NEW MEXICO
OFFICER

A. MONTOYA

.

AND DIBECTOB

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST

President

vice President
Cashier

Assista'nt'cashler

H. F. RAYNOLDS

ur

Director

U. B. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Proms
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

...

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on 'i lnie Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts issued on all parts or the World

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

two-stor-

O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. II. cams. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

y

GIRL REFUSED TO GO TO SCHOOL
Truant Officer John Lltulquist at
SO WEALTHY
FATHER WAS uco instituted proceedings against
It roadway.
SENT TO JAIL UNDER COMPUL- - l.indrell and he was brought before
FOR
SALE At a sacrifice, iTtaken at
SORY EDUCATION LAW.
ImposJudge Dlepenl.rock. The judge
once, a nine-roobrick
November 14 The maid arid the
ed a tine of $00 upon him and the
bouse; bath, cellar, cement walks. Mummy.
cost or eight days in the county Jail.
November 15. Uncle Josh.
Address P. O. Box 218 city.
Red Wing, Minn., Nov.
in. The
The father promptly chose the lat-juNovember 2ti Uncle Tom's Cabin.
house",
was preferable to Peter A. Lin- - ter alternative and ho was taken to FOR SALE Fotirteeu-iooi- n
December 10 The Holy City.
dil, a well to do retired
furnished or unfurnished, electric
of the juil to servo out his sentence,
December 14 King of Triumphs.
lik'ht, city water. S15 S. Third St.
this cliy, to complying with the Min-- i
Ho hud been In only about four
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
Mrs. M A. Schach.
in ota compulsory education law.
hours, however, when his daughter
December 31 My Wife's Family,
l.lndrell's 14year-ol- d
daughter Est h- decided Bho would rather co to school FOR SALE General
merchandise
o
er had not been attending the public than have her aged father in jail, and
business on the El I'aso and
If you want results In advertising,
school tor over a year ami the author- - she prevailed upon him to pay the
in eastern
New
Mexico. tr- an Evening Citizen want ad.
nies complained to the father.
.Stock $15.0(i(t to $20,000. Fine
tine.
o
Mr. Llndrell told the officers that' Father and daughter left the jail
for right party. Can exA Citizen Want ad doea the work.
he could do nothing about It as his together and she went at mice to the
plain good reason for selling. Lodaughter refused to attend the pub- girls' seminary and was enrolled as a
cality healthiest In New Mexico. Ad- Try one.
lie schools.
dress Inquiries to this paper.
I)r .llllnnis' lniliun Pll
student.
niHiiu-ii-t
1
will cure Hltnd,
FOR SALE The Minneapolis house
wHle-lim- r
and Itching
I
II
on five years terms. 44 rooms, all
liubKorUtttbetuiuorH,
eJt
llilt's.
repair.
in
furnished
first
class
and
Is the joy of tlie household, for without
K'tr instant re
Mum iHHiltice,
Income $ioo per month; best payilii.iiii,'lnr!:in J'lleOlnt.
In I. Dr.
i' r.o Iih ppine-- s can lecoinplete. How
ing property In Albuquerque; must
liienl is lirHimr,:.! for J'il.'-- uutl
iti of ihH pnvutu purl.
K, ry bux Is
fcweet the picture of mother and babe!
be sold, parties golug away. Call
Ilv
vurranltNl.
hv uuiil tin re- address C. IX Ward, the Minne-aruli- s c tnt of
l c ut un.l
A'"cli str.ile at and commend the
I.1MI.
.rl.
UlttUMS
WJNUfaCTURING (1.. J'rops.. ( i. vulai.u. ol..
House, Albuquerque, N. M.
of the mother
and
Fs
A I .R
S
early-neFOR
n iigclia
N
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
bending ever the
T .e ordeal through
and tables, porch settees,
tents,
wiiich the expectant mother must pass, howcamp blankets,
cutb. mattresses,
ever, is )' I '.ill of d inner a:.d suffering that sli-pillows,
kitchen cabinet,
tetfl
shall
she
range,
looks forward to the hour v!ien
nnt sets of dishes, silverware, etc. In use two months only
and
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear
k mountain summer resort. On sale
Kvery woman should know that the daner, pain and horror of child
I hiirsday
to Saturday in vacant
WITH
birth can be entirely avoided y the use t f .Mother's Friend, a scientiti':
ore at 2t7 Kast Railroad avenue,
liniment for external use only, which toughen and renders pliable, all
ea.--t
of llabn's coal office.
'.(kit atiLlE ,1 itiim
II.A , . rl
Ld. Tt. Kel'.ey
1'tiU SALE IlanciT
and suns having sold all their stock
aie luuv offering their tiue stock
Price
ONSUMPTI0N
ranch for sale. It Is the best
paired tli- - ?reatcn-i- s in per
60e$1.00
OUGHS and
In th country.
Has
ranch
Free Trial.
I0LDS
fect .if y and wiM.oiit pair..
two vjhiJ wells, one of them has
v iinlm.lt
an
It
is
tank.
.
surface
for all
SoeJ ..t f: oc per buttle by drui-yis- '
and
Cure
faureat ami ttuiuJtent
b'lit
i'lc;.l .she. p range, l'ustottlce, liatil,
THROAT and LUNO TBOUB-l.Ii- S,
value it kU mouifo eot f
0 .t:ci,iftiur s
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twenor MONEY BACK.
BRADftlLO HfOULATOm CO.. A Hani,, Cm
ty uA', .s w est of liatil.

and

OunCERS AND DIRECTORS
Salomon Luna, President; W. S. Btrlckler, V. P. and CashierJohnson, t .est. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh. J. C. Baldridge,
mon r.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

five-roo-

74h
ltfthe

New Mexico

1

Q

ion-trac-

len

ALBUQUERQUE

m

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
houso and two Wagons and other Chattels; also on
nth Second st.. No. 721. SALARIES AMD WAREHOUSE RElots "11
v ill
for
.onir Tteach. Cal. Ad CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
dress John" Krlck, 431 East Second $200. Loans are oulcklv made and
street. Long Reach, California.
strictly private. Time: One month
WANTED Salesmen, experienced fn to one year given. Goods remain in
any line to sell general trade la your possession. Our rates are reasonNew Mexico. An unexeccllod spe- able. Call and see us before borrow
cialty proposition. Commissions with ing.
$35 weekly for expenses. The Con
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
tinentnl Jewelry Co.. Cleveland, O. Steamship tickets to and from all
parts or the world.
Wa NT KI -- Sales in an, to place jewel-r. Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
departments with general trade
315 West Railroad Ave.
In New Mexico. High commissions
PRIVATE OFFICES.
with $100 monthly advance. PermanOpin Evenings.
ent position for capable salesman.
unnecessary.
Jewelry experience
Jess H. Smith Co., Detroit, Mich.
trustworthy
Energetic,
WANTEJJ
man or woman to work In New Mexico representing large manufacturing company. Salary $r0 to $UD per
month, paid weekly. Expenses advanced. .1. H. Moore, Albuquerque, FIVE-ROOMODERN HOUSE IN
New Mexico.
THE HIGHLANDS AT A BARFOR Rt.1T.
GAIN THIS WEEK.
itirnished
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with bath, closo in. No. 108
John street.
uousn,
fur
FOR KENT rour-roonished. Inquire at 234 North Wal110 West Gold Ave.
ter street.
r OK KENT Brick house of seven
rooms, modern, furnished complete.
Inquire Citizen office.
SUCCESSOR TO L. T. DELANEV
rjn. Kh.N l Kui nisiied room, tor one
or two gentlemen, near car line. 709
REAL ESTATE
West Roma avenue.
INSURANCE
FIRE
'
KOH KENT Pleasant, airy, well-fAND LOANS
nished rooms for housekeeping. E2i
West Kailroad avenue. Inquire at 215 W. GOLD AV.
ALBUQUERQUE
rear.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
to gentleman only; no health seeker PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
Address 208 North Walter street.
cottage, furFOR RENT Four-rooLAWYERS.
nished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.
Ira V.. BCnrt
FOR RENT OR SALE House at 202 ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
North Edith, street. Inquire at Old N. w., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Town postofflee.
lands, patents,
copyrights, caveats,
k.m two lurnlshed rooms letter patents, trade marks, claims.
tun light
housekeeping. Mrs. H. E.
for
R. W. D. Bryan.
Hutherford, 517 South Broadway.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, AlbuquerFOR KENT Pleasaut, any, well iur- - que, N. M. Office, First National
nisbed rooms, with modern improve- Bank building.
ments. Apply at store, C22 East
E. W. Dobso
Marquette avenue, corner of north
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crotn-wel- l
Broadway.
Mock, Albuquerque. N. M.
FOR RENT Several pleasant, newly
DENTISTS.
furnished rooms, with bath and
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
electric light. 519 North Second
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
Tu
FOR KE.nT Apartments
Par
View terrace,
eight rooms each; the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
steam heated, and all other modern Both 'phones. Appointments made by
conveniences. II. H. Tilton, room 19, mail.
(Jrant Block.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railrotid avenue.
Office
y
FOR RENT A six room
9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. in.; 1:30
brick house, corner of Seventh hours,
p.
5
p.
m. to
m. Both phones. Apstreet and Tijeras avenue. Inquire pointments
made by mall.
at Lommor! & Mattenccl, C24 West
DR. D. E. WILSON
Tijeras avenue.
Dentist.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
Rooms 10, 12, 13, Occidental Life
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c Bldg.,
Cor. Railroad avenue and
per night. Alo rooms for light
Broadway,
N. M. Ofhousekeeping.
The Minneapolis fice hours. 8 Albuquerque,
to. 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M.
House, 524 South Second street. Colo.
Phone. 129.
Albuquerque. N. M.
PHYSICIANS.
OR SALE.
DR. R. L. HUST.
FOR SALE Oleckler's farm, the best
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
farm in Bernalillo county. Chas,
Tuberculosis
K. C.leckler.
treated with
Electrical
Current and
FOR SALE Fine piano, nearly new
Germicide. Treatments given each
315 S. Third street.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. ru... Trained
IUK SALE Elegant Knabo piano. nurse In attendance.
Both 'phones.
t ail 512 South Broadway
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE Fine chickens, fine lay
ers. 422 north Sixth street.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
K)u SALE Rooming house, SoTTST
A. BORDERS.
Building. Black
Club
West Gold avenue, rtfven rooms and Commercial
and White Hearse, $5.
bath.
FOR SALE Two modern
ARCHITECTS.
houses, chtap; part cash. 1301 Fruit
F. W. Spencer. Room 46 47. Burnett
avenue.
Ituilding, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
FOR SALE Second hand base burner, covered wagon, double hurness; 'hones.
also Jersey cow. 1301 Fruit avenue.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
fOll SALE All the furniture of a
four-rooJ. R. Farwell. '
new,
in
house, nearly
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
good condition. 209 North Arno.
FOR SALE 500 head of mixed cutNOTARY PUBLIC.
tle. Coo, stock and all fat,
,. v. Bennett, Houek, Ariz.
Thoa. K. D. Maddiaon.
Office with W. B. Cbjlders, 117 West
VOn SALE Ia,U 3 and 4. block 20,
Eastern addition; level, no water Gold avenue.
courses, wind break to east. Inquire Kyan, expressman, or
N.
GOING EVENTS
V ANT

Stops earache in two minutes, toothache or pain of burn or scald in five
minutes; honrsness one hour;
two hours;
sore throat, SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Examination of witnesses in the
Hut her ford case was concluded Friday twelve hours Dr. Thomas Electric
y Oil, monarch over pain.
morning. Argument was begun
Full Set of Teeth
SG V U
the attorneys shortly after the dis
Gold Crown
any
Cut
to
this
it
drug
out
take
$1.50 up -- J
trict court convened In the afternoon. store and get aand
Gold Filling
free
sample
of Cham- Painless Extracting .'. ...50c
This morning arguments in the case
were resumed. The attorneys con berlain's Stomnch and Liver Tablets.
For
constipation
they ALL WORK
biliousness
and
eluded at nooa. Judge Abbott will in
ABSOLUTELY GUARstruct the Jury at 3:30 this after- arp unequaled. They Improve tne apANTEED.
strengthen
petite,
digestion
and
the
noon and It retired. A verdict is exreguhiie the liver and bowels.
pected at any time.
At the conclusion of the testimony
TAKING-FR- EE
YOURS
FOR
THE
It was agreed that, each side of the
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
"ase would take two hours and a half
Tor the oral argument before the Jury. EPHANT.
Attorney Klock for the defendant took
Bambini, at ser parlors. No
up the defense again Mils morning. ?DQMrs.
B. F. COPP.
West nallrno1 mran,,a la ...a.
He wag followed by Attorney VVIlker-ao- pared
N- - T- - ARMIJO BUILDING.
give
thorough
to
scalp
who closed the argument for the
do nair dressing, trov corns.
territory. Judge Abbotts instructions mem,
and Ingrowing nails. Shj
n Time of Peace,
to the jury consumed perhaps half en bunions
gives massage treatment and manlcur--i
hour.
In
months of the Russlan- the
first
m
n
RomMni'.
In.
At the conclusion of the presenta- of
string ex
Japa,nP8e ,war we
complexion
up
cream
builds
the
tion of the case In oral argument to skin and Improves the complexion, ample of
necessity for preparation
the Jury by District Attorney Clancy, and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious. and the early ndvantage of those who,
Attorney (Jeorge S. Klock opened the
She also orepares a hair tonic that so to speak, "have shingled their roofs
argument for the defense with the cures
prevents dandruff and hair in dry weather." The virtue of prep
dramatic statement that Rutherford falling and
has made history and given to
out;
restores life to dead hair; aration greatest
tiad worn a certain document almost removes moles,
men. The individual
us our
warts
superfluous
and
to shreds by carrying it in his pocket hair. Also a
as well as the nation should be prea
powder,
face
freckle
to defend himself, as Mr. Klock put
and pimple cure and pile cure. pared for any emergency. Are you
it, "against the sleuth hounds who are cure
All
of
the.se preparations nre pureiy prepared to successfully combat the
following him from place to place. It
vegetable
compounds. Have Just ad- first cold you take? A cold can be
is the proof of his innocence which he ded a vibrator
more quickly when treatmachine for treatment cured much
dares not part with," he declared..
ed as soon as' It has been contracted
scalp,
of
cure
face
and
wrinkles.
of
prosecuThen Mr. Klock stated the
Is also used for rheumatism, pains and before it has become settled In
tion attempted to prevent Rutherfor It
Cough
Chamberlain's
the system.
massage
and
In
from giving his tesimony
the case
Remedy is famous for its cures of
on the ground that he had been preTONIGHT! TONIGHTI colds and it should be kept at hand
viously convicted of a felony in the TONIGHTI
LUNCH AT THE WHITE ready for Instant use. For sale by all
FREE
state of Missouri.
druggists.
"When the criminal charge was ELEPHANT.
brought the prosecution made a moTry a Citizen want advertisement.
A ClUzen fv'ant ad doea the work.
tion Itself that the court dismiss the
case and pay the costs to the accused
on the ground that there was nothing
In tne charges against htm and It is
the proof of his, innocence there that
"is disclosed on this paper which Mr.
Kutherford has carried constantly
with him."
Mrs. Rutherford, who has been following the trial closely since the beginning, broke down and wept.
Mr. Klock stated further thut the
prentfums collected by Rutherford
were remitted to the company and rer
viewed the testimony of a Mr.
of Colorado, who declared he
heard the verbal agreement between
Kutherford and Vallandiagham, one
of the officers of the State Life Insurance company, and said he heard
Rutherford insist that the contract be
reduced to writing, which Vallanding-tiarrefused'.
The prosecution had
tried to show lirat the agreement was
a secret aad verll one between
and Rutherford, at the instance of Rutherford.
Mr. Klock then launched into an arraignment of Auditor J. K. Egan and
Vice President Quinn of the State
life Insurance company, whom he
eald were .persecuting Rutherford and
attempting to deprieve him of the
profits of a contract which Vallanding-"hahad made with him and scoring
the complaining witnesses for not being present at the trial.
Cross Examination Yesterday.
When Rutherford was cross examined yesterday morning by Attorney Wilkerson, who as counsel for the
insurance company, is assisting District Attorney Clancy, he sought to
show by cross questioning the witness
that the sums of money he Is accused
of having embezzled were more than
the sum total of his claims against i.ie
company, if he had such claims.
Kutherford was bhown duplicates "of
letters written by the company demanding a settlement and urging him
to send in such claims with the balance of the money due the company
on certain policy premiums. The witness had a lapse of memory and
couldn't retail having received the
letter in question.
Mr. Egan was recalled to the stand
and stand that he W3s present at Indianapolis, Indiana, when Vice President Quinn of the company, whom
Kutherford had stated, ratified the alleged verbal "rebate" agreement, told
the accused that his accounts were in
bad shape with the company and that
he must settle soon.
"At that time there was no claim
made by Rutherford that the company
owed him anything," Egan declared.
"The $1200 Kutherford test Wed he
had sent the company last Juno and
beall other monies bu forwarded
tween that time and the th of October were by Rutherford's direction applied to the payment of policies thilt
had previously ht-Issued," Eguu
said and he produced a list, of policies
with the premiums for which he said
Kutherford had not liquidated.
The territory tried to show that
none of the premiums had been paid
tn policies introduced by th'tii In evidence.
Prosecutor Clancy in opening the
,aset reviewed this lesiuiony stating
that the company had persistently
called upon Rmmrford for an accounting and that he had refused to
make a statement of any kind, although both yulnn and Euan bad dun
"d him repeatedly aud that ho must
t
have knowr. that the kind of a
he is reputed to have made with
Vallandingham was illegal and alleged that Vallandingham's
of the contract and a chain of
other circumstances tended to show
that the "rebate" s'ory was a fal.rira
tlon tm the part of the acustd to
lip bis shortages; that tie iolated a

It

In-

bear-

frame residence, barn and other
outbuildings.
For further particu
lars Inquire of R. D. Lusted, or address postofflee box 15S, city.
PERSONAL.
are the most
SOUTHERN (JIRl
beautiful In the world. Oct next,
boys, and Join our correspondence
club. Write us for particulars. The
Dixie club, P. O. box 156, Chattanooga, Tenn.
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Luna.

f ft
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10, 1906.

ing orchard with all kinds of fruit

Km-'ii--

mus-cleach- e,

,

NOVEMBER

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

ranch, quar-

six acres cultivated ground and balance In alfalfa. Good seven-roo-

-

read a piece from Empire. Ala.,
drug store.
and they p:iil Miss Maud Mullins
was sKkCi: onouiili to melt. I should
We hold their patronage
have thought a sweet girl as that
would have already melted In a. warm O By supplying them promptly, acphe
I guess
climate like Alanama.
curately, and at a fair price,
will have to get in sonic man's arms
with the best of everything in
before she nuits.
our line.
John King passed tip the rond Sn
nrday with n bucket and two apples
He said he was going to housekeeping, O
Templcton.
John Pease, Kzekiel
John Oirrlley and Jack Holloway
were walking up the road Sunday
evening. John Pease had a collar on.
Clink Lusk wearing his best; bib and
tucker, was sern sitting on fhe grade
Sunday. Country correspondence,
Railroad Avenue and Broadway
(Tenn.) News.
1

.

Thirty-acr- e

ter of mile north government
dian school; two acres good

(
"'I Kinds secured
ployment
promptly. Call on. wrlto or phone
Colbnrn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
ntletiien's second-han- d
WANTKU
clothing. N ). Ela South First street,
sjuth of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. It. J- Sweeney, proprietor.
"competent, clerk, must
W'ANTE1)-- A
and Spanish and
speak
Correscome wcli recommended.
Los
imon Neustadt,
pond wl li

The Attention
of people needing medicine,
keeping a neat, clean,

.'

s

Minified and

WANTEI)-Hel-

Highland

CASE

FOR BALB

WANTED.

WANTED W'oman for funeral house
' ri"
" - ' mi'-- .
wifrK.
WAn'J KD A girl for general Jiouse
work. 221' North Ninth street.
WANTEI A l sit lou in a wholesale
or retail "ocery. by a mnn or
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"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

1873.

A

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
fn the Southwest.

two-stor-
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FARM AND
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RAILROAD

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE, N.
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BABY'S
VOICE
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BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loo..g best, wears the
longest, rnoBt economical; full measure.
BUILDlNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Patot,
Glass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEX.
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
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SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marqotttt

Both Phone

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole

First and Marquetle

Racing

Albuquerque, New Mesico
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All Kinds
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gowns
New York, Nov. lO.-- The
worn at the horse show pet the styles
for the comma: pennon In New 'Vork
City putting their peal u;on them as
the correct thing for the whole country. Not onlv are itowns at nil the
great centers of fashion, such as
Part, Vienna, etc. to be kwh there
gratifying to note that the
but it
imorii-amakers are coining to the
nim nftpr
,,ire
nli appear to understand ine needs
.f the American woman h. st.
the Empire and pirectoire and
but one
l'rlnces siyleg predominate
has to take a second lol; to tell which!

Commercial Printing

j

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

-- -- Pi

the elbow, under these satin and In which sued beautiful
are worn undersleeves of the or combination can be found. There
tucked moussellne. From the top of are two distinct types of veils today,
the bodice Is a fall of lace, which sfm- - the hat veil and the face ven. They
ulates a bertha. Each gore of the skirt are ntcded for every hut and eome In
"
opens over a fan shaped piece of tuck-- : all so' t8 of sort material to suit all
t
ed mousseline, and held in i lace by styles nnil occasions. For driving they j
a cord lacing. On the uiidersldo of should be quite four yards long to
the skirt was a deep lace flounce that, allow suincient draping and have
held the skirt out in a pretty grace-- enough left to wind about the iliroat.
Others iii.iin are Bhorter as their ar-ful manner.
.
. .
-- ,lifr....,.,l l
to
siyie ...run......
;
a second gown .tu i'nuccss
""
down
be worn at the horse show was of;""' over the mil and drawn
er the f:i e lo below th- - , chin the
dark blue velvet with fluted folds at
draped
tit of the mn'crlal Is the-each of the eleven pores which al.I graceful
v about the hat and down
in lis shaping. In front was a panel
,ln .nd a ., rt.hn thnt;tnt Pack, then tbe iront poruon IS
resis "Rtly on th draped
mixture of these models that would falls over the hack ami down the sides 'ltted yet" this
seeming restirir is very
Part
the panel gives a bolero effect that firmly
puzzle the grand dames of the Diree-lo- f
arrowed by fancy j.ius and
toire and Empire eras. Sometime It i8 very becoming to many figures. AnIs a Princess gown (Wsgufsned as a extremely piain nai, larpe aim biikuilong capo Is a useful raiment as
skirt and bolero costume, sometimes ly turned up at the sides, ha a simple- " Aaffords
warmth ami
huehas
in
leweled
band
and
a
decoration
one
changed
that
so
Empire
is
the
perishable gown. Ono of tills
a cream-M- "
to go back to first principles to dis- kle from which sprang
was developed Irom frna broad
tinguish between It and the Direc- white aigrette. As the sleeves were! type
in ruby red edged with narrow
toire. in nearly ivery case there have not quite full length cream colored cloth
ud bands of black fur and fastened with
been modifications to suit the figure gloves of half length were worn, cos- silk cord.
The cape was circular at
A few women can a wrap of snuirre'skln gave the
nf thp wearer
the lack. with five short darts on
'and do wear these dresses in tneir tume an elegant rinisn.
shoulder which was concealed
perhaps nowhere is the Empire each
purity of style but to the majority this
by a round collar having siole eads
model more In evidence than among reaching
jls an Impossibility.
to the lowfr edge. Welt
A carriage toilette for the
early
The Princess gown is here In van-- tjie COats and some very beautiful
openings were arranged at winter Is of silvery gray silk, comnus dressy modeB. and for eveum ones are now being prepared for the covered
side of the front for the hands bined with cream broadcloth and
wear, made in pure princess style, no loming events in this city. In nearly each
present model Is so effective. A gown every Instance the Empire coat Is to pass through. To gain sufficient touched with red velvet.
warmth quilted satin was used and
The silk, of which tho gown is fashwitn a deep yoke elaborately the
in princess cut, intended for opera man
outer lining was of Dresden silk. ioned, is heavy, yet supple, and the
wear was developed from a dove grey iralded. Sometimes fhey turn hack The
of
always
Using
be
inner
should
chiffon velvet. It was made in me In revers to show an inner waistcoat some soft light colored silk for the conventional design which gives it dismost trying and strictest adherence to and It Is here that the combination the protection of white an.l light col- tinction Is In a darker gray.
this mode, so the skirt came well up comes In of the Empire and Direc- ored gowns.
The jacqueminot red which lUhten
l he
gray
to the bust over a guimpe of tucked toire models. I 'saw a few coats with
nuaker-llkis intro- colored Just enough opening at the throat to
mussellne embroidered In
duced in the narrow folds of velvet
$100
$100.
Reward,
New York, Nov. 10.
fall costume Dresden designs. The skirt was cut show a natty little V of suede and tiny 't'K
t.n vtlAna- - whicn decorate the bodice. The brilworn by charming Lady Wllloughby by a nine gore irtittern and so arrang-- lace cravat. The sleeves are lnncn ed to leorn that there Is will
one "ant hue Is again used In the
at
least
Eresby in replete with fashion sug- - ed that the fulness about the waist longer and constantly growing more
that science has ben coat. This Is made of cream broadgestloa.
was taken up by extra tiny darts so but they are Btill short enough to fsb,Vtarrr
lh
The hat Is spreading, with large laced with silk cord over gussets of compel one to wear the elbow glove only positive cure now known to the ered by hand. This, too, is iSfe",br'
square crown. At the front Is set aji mousseline. The neck was high as for which the women wno do not have medical fraternity. Catarrh being a eon- - The Skirt is full and round.
I Idil (fimil
tr it.
Hlaua can ran I feim A
impreeelTo gull's head, from which many of the evening dresses are that to consider price, are glad, as the long tlonnl
The red and white is the coloring of
trentment. llnll's Catarrh Cure la
flares a great bunch of white feathers, must be worn in places liable to glove gives a stylo quite absent in the taken Internally, actlnif
directly upon the the dashing big hat worn with this
at
big,
mynclose
lengths.
are
blood and
shorter
surface of the
Over all is draped a brown chiffon .drafts. The sleeves
thereby destroying the foundation gray costume. Tho nroeiping snape is
veil. A aet yell is worn over the face, the top and flare at the bottom com- Many of the dressy gloves show tern,
of the disease, and giving the patient ,of red velvet, the bow being held by
tiny flowers embroidered about the strength by building up the constitution a large' pearl buckle, with three white
wrists or lines of flowers along the The proprietors have no much faith In Its ' ostrlch ftathers,
back. For afternoon wear gloves In curative, powers that they offer One
pale grey and mode tints take the Hundred Dollars for nny case that It
Chapped
Hands.
Bend for list of
lead or they are in tints that match fol' 'o cure.
Wash your hands with warm water,
Address:
V. J. CHUNKY & f'O., Toledo, Ohio.
tf.e gown, while for the morning the
dry with a towel and apply Chamber
DrupBlstn. 75o.
popular Bierritz in tone and Bliape Bold by
Iain's Salve Just before going to bed,
Take 1 tall a r'amlly fills for constipa
are used. For sports as seen with the tion.
and a speedy cure is certain. This
will
gloves
chaols
horae show models
salve is also invaluable for sore nip
be much worn especially for driving.
Ask for JAt'VS KRACK KRAM ples, liching piles and skin diseases
A very pretty effect can be obtain-b- y 3REaD and take no ctner.
For sale by all druggists.
draped
plain
or
the use of the
gowns
lately
flihu. Several Princess
seen were made wJthout a yoke, but
with the skirt brought well up to the
bust with narrow straps over the
shoulders. Over these in drawn snugly a lace fichu which was tied in a
soft knot in front and hung in long
ends to the knees. From under the
straps and fle.hu were pointed loose
sleeves which came scarcely to the
elbows and with every upward move
of the arm disclosed its symetry
he woman who was to wear this
gown had a pretty arm and her dressmaker had considered it in the designing of the model.
A fiichu waist that was a feature of
a haiidi-oniDresden silk was developed from Cliiny and Valenciennes
body
liiil.ig supports the
A
lace.
blouse, which is gathered to a round
yoke completed with a standing collar. The fulness of the sleeves Is
controlled by shtrrings at the Inside,
at the back there is an Inverted
laced with ribbon. The blouse
was gathered under a deep
girdle
which gave tho Empire effect; and at
the back the fichu is tied while in
$
front it la brought Just below the bust-linand ends in ribbon rosettes. The
skirt is tucked over the hjps to the
proper shape which extends to almost
knee depth and at the bottom Is a
New York, Nov. 10. No woman in ' The sleeves are softened at the el- -'
simple finish of a deep hem stltcnea
.
several times.
society dresses more simply and yet bows by lines of handsome lace. Long
To speak of the millinery displayed more effectively than than Mrs. Willie iiliicK suede gloves finish the arm.
The wife of Willie K. is pictures-- ;
New York, Nov. 10. Mrs. O. H. P. in the front und long brush aigrette for the coming show Is to make one K. Vanderbilt, Jr.
sigh. While the exaggerated dents and
que indeed in the great, flat black
'f pheasants' feathers
now
In
is
She
half
mourning,
Belmont trives the crusned-in-the-cedne hat shown In this .illustration.
twists are now absent there is no let
Tne
1 0,1 marabout feather boa worn by
up in the extremes of trimming to be to the deata of Hermann Oelrlchs.
lif.. N,,ster Naooloonie ha. r neu- - n,a
heavy crown Is made of folds of black
in
graceful
Belmont
lines
is
and
.
i
i
n --o- -, used. The terrible tilt hag begun to
Mrs. Vanderbilt wears a black and taffeta. Around tho crown is a swaths
ea..uB one ' oi beautiful brown. Her long automo take
its departure and a return of bal- and white tailored street gown of ing of the silk which ends in a great
arowa veiyei It has a velvet rosette bile coat is of champagne color.
ance is promised us. A black velvet broad cloth, striped with a fine bl3ek cboux at their right side,
hat that has a lifted brim on the left line. It is heavily embroidered
The high bandeau m the back Is
in
side is filled in underneath with a white braid.
covered by a handsome bow of silk.
tulle frilling. Two long white plumes
start irom me center front from un
der a bunch of roses and extends over
iKm sides or the hat and falls over
the back an each side of the hair
which is done in a loose braid In the
center of the back of the head. It is
a very 'comfortable looking and feeling hat as it sets fairly and squarely
k
on the head with a bandeau of sufficient strength to hold the necessary
hairpins.
For the morning I saw several hats
that were made wholly of braid either in one color or a combination. Toques are particularly fetching made
i.i.lhis manner without any trimming
but that, made with tho braid which
l
Is twisted to resemble quilU rosettes,
leaves, 'tc. Other toques are very
plainly finished with a simple knot of
velvet, and a few quills. The little
round hats are best liked decorated
'
with breasts that come in pairs and
are set high either at one side or
starting from the front go straight
'
bacK giving an even balance to each
side.
Flowers and feathers are lavishly used together on the dressy hat,
but to give any idea of a particular
way of trimming is almost impossible
as these hats should be made as Individual as you can, and a first class
milliner will take pains to study the
lace and in her trimmings try to accentuate the strong points and lessen
those that weaken
face and head.
A few roses or flowers or leaves or a
rosette of the right shade tucked In
here or there will make all the difference In the world in the com,jr, a
little widening here or a little lowerFA
,
i
i
ing there will change the effect of
THr: Al.l. AKOUNU I'OMIW DOl'R IS THE PHOI'KH THING.
a fat nr A thin
fMa uhlla iiln AAm.
.........
False hair is being shipi ed all over proper ihinir for a
.n- i.i,.i...w
n..i
"he world ly the carload, because to (.less. The stiff. ukIv Marcel wave In plumes thev Should 1, lone there
a woman must above has pVen place to H
be in the
soft uudulating should be two ai least and of con-al- l
things have litr head padded ou
wave mat runs all round the head, trastfng colors usually carrying out
puffed up and hui:g with talse hair. In u,.- - middle of this
cart wheel or. the color scheme of the dress, or one
in Pari they
even gone - tar duty bMr lies a series of bow knots should do so while the others are t.t
as to have wrai i." tailed "the Hans- - of lair. Just to one Bide of these
A black
a f.n entirely different
formation." which a sort r wig that lot of lit:le corkscrew curls
pin-- ! plume is ofte'n
used in a ha: to go
can he domed it. a aiiinieiit's notice, he,. Then the whole head are
is orna- - with a costume that lias no otlf. i
o euai ine
nay milieu in- - gown l ient. ,l wi n jeweled
vVy
and when touch of black simply for the i ffei t.
VW 'V,
wVti"
tVJ
u ooworu
on, or tiie tiny little hats that are The Japanese iris seems to lie tine of
Hut we mi tl.is tide of the ocean now the
ar,. j.inned on the the
po nl it r if nut the leader nt
The very lau- -t la in veiling is the Ley I.jv. been seized ii ii I'V all wo.
havo ot eoao so that extreme jet, ajex of this ma.--s of uair madame the most
Mowers for this ulnar's f a. ii n. Umpire
is now consid- - iiim'ikiiid.
I'lhin, or rufHed
at the
innougn tJ symptoms have already gees fuitli perfectly conten. In the iniil nevt to it t.he rose n rlians bin ered a nece.-ai- y vtl.ich
accessory for the ei'uc. tie come in all colors and are
been dete t.'d in some places
Mtoweidge that her head at lea,.t U U owing to the large
look
that
wardrobe tor
They are so, long and wide eiiuugh to be thrown
corp. el in its makeup.
The a1 ifnend pompadour
,eautiful when Ui'nV f velvet or e: leinely beiomiiu- a.ld list ful that ui .. t i'I . i,ot the hhnublers.
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
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ates

Miivi.nL
NOV.

unMiMuE, PATRON3 OF HUSBANDRY,
DENVER, COLO,
1906. For above occasion ticket will be sold for one far
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Dsnver, Colorado Spring and Pueblo.
Date of ale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1900.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and one-thir-d
far for round
trip. Ticket on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 day from
14-2-

date of sale,

COMMERCIAL CONGRESS,
KANSAS
CITY, MO
1906,
NOV.
Rate $30.75 for round trip. Ticket on sale Nov. 17,
18, 19 and 20. Limit of ticket Nov. 28. Thi can be extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit.
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO,
1906. For the above occasion round trip ticket will
DECEMBER
be sold at rate of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Horn
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East
TRANS-MISSISSIP-

20-2-

3--

T.

E. PURDY, Agent, Albuquerque

0.5R.G.$ystem

Illinois Central R.R.

SANTA FE BRANCH
Effective December JO, 1905
Eastbound.
No. 426.

Westbound.
Stations.

No. 425.

COLORADO
To

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

DM

11:05 pu
Pueblo
AND THE NORTHWEST,
Colo. Springs
9:40pm the south and southeast.
4:35am
pm
7:30 am Ar. Denver Lv.
7:00
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth 8t,
Kspanola
12:51pm
1:26 pm
11:00 am I. v. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 pm Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
3:00 pm
Barranca
11:36 pm
JAMES CULTON,
10:29 pm
4:02 pm
ServiUeta
Commercial Aflt
10:00pm
4:32pm
Tres Pledrss
pm
8:10
6:45 pm
Antonito
Alamoga
6:40 am
8:30 pm
12:26pm
2:11pm
Embudo
Trains stop at Embudo for dloner
To
where good meals are served.
CHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
Connections.
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
At Antonito, for Purango, Sllverto WATERLOO, DUBUQUE.
GALENA.
and intermediate points.
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pas.
or the narrow gauge via Sallda, makThe finest train service to the above
ing the entire trip in daylight and points; also to New Orleans, Mempassing througli the FAMOUS HOYAL phis, Vlcksburg,
Evansvllle, lad.;
Also for all point on tht Nashville, Teiio.; Atlanta, Ga.;
GORGE.
;'la.,
and alt other point in
Creede branch.
a. S. UAKNEY, Traveling Freight
Itching piles provoke profanity, but
and I'asseneer Atent.
profanity won't cure them , Doan's
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
itchiug, bleeding
cures
Oiutment
Denver Colo.
or protuding piles after years of suffering. At any drug store.
Try a Citizen Want ad.

3:00

am

ONE NIGHl

Jack-st'iivili- e,

ALBUQUEIIQUE
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W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

It was stated to the Editor of The Citizen yesterday,
that it la being currently reported on the street of A-
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The agricultural class of the Philippines, comprising probably over 90 per cent, 'of the population, does
not think deeply upon American control. They feel the
results. We have done absolutely nothing to better the
condition of the vast population engaged In agriculture
or of the people as a whole. They are worse off than
they were under Spanish rule. These people are simple,
friendly, and very Industrious for tropical workers. They
are mainly Interested In purely local affairs, In the village in which they live, their amusements, their family.
They are of a common Malay stock and consequently. It may be added without, disparagement to them,
ate totally Ignorant as 11 class of Ihe privileges or responsibilities of a republican form of government, us we
know It. They do not particularly care for Independence, as the Anglo-Saxomind conceives it, for it means
nothing to them.
Hut, suppose a Filipino peasant, poor and dissatisfied. Is approached by a selfish agitator, who says to him,
"Your stomach Is empty.
WJiat you want is Independence; then your stomach will be full.
The Americans have come here, they have taken away the very
market, you had with Spain and given you nothing in return. Your taxes are heavier than they were under
Spanish rule." The Filipino farmer can feel that his
stomach Is empty; he knows that the taxes are are heav.
ier: so he says, "SI, senor, Independuncla!" Political
Independence means to him a full stomach and a market
for his goods.
He does not realize that, with the politiA DIRECT PRIMARY
cal independence of the islands, were such a condition
The San Francisco Chronicle, one of tin Ktancheat possible and it is a question on which there are vast
republican papers in the west, said on the dav after differences of opinion he would be under the domination
election:
of a small, cruel Tagalog element, and would enjoy prob"The villainies possible and practiced under our ably less personal liberty than he does at the present
present primary election law. and the certainty that they time. Hamilton Wright, in The World Today.
will never cease while that law iemains on the statute
book, have crystallized public sentiment Into a demand
OCCKXXXX0XXC0X5XXOCOOOOOO
for a direct primary law which has found expression In 8
CURIOUS ACCOUNT OF WHAT
several of the party platforms of the' year. Such a bill
will be Introduced at the coming session of the legislaSOME LITERARY MEN LOVE
ture, and we do not believe the thieves will be able to g
prevent its passage. It is the one resourse left to restore
0000COOC0XXXXyX)XXXXXXXv0i(
to us a government of the people, for the people and
Lloyd OslKrne's favorite dish is an Irish stew. Ed'
bjr the people, instead of the government of the bosses,
for the bosses and by the bosses, under which we now ward Markham is a frugal eater who loves the simple,
foods best of all. Hall Caine prefers the
groan. The direct primary has not yet been tried long
enough in the states which have adopted it to demon- plain, country fare to anything that he can obtain at
strate its advantages and disadvantages, but it is the best hotels, and Jerome K. Jerome assured his friends
during his recent visit to this country, that he feared
the universal testimony that it does put the bosses
out of business so far as nominations for qfllce are that the American cooks would kill him with their rich
concerned. They cannot control,, and apparenly cannot dishes. If left to follow his own Inclinations, he would
; Influence, nominations.
Whatever they do must be done never eat anything more complicated than a grilled Bteak
alter nominations are made, and that makes their oper- - or a chop, or, at the most, whitebait as it Is cooked at
atjions so exceedingly costly that liossism, as an Industry, Gravesend where the diminutive fish are merely dusted
with crumbs before being fried,' quickly nnd crisply In
ceases to 'be profitable."
deep boiling fat.
Pork, In other forms besides that of sausage, has
The San Francisco Chronicle still harps on New Mex
ico and Arizona as being "two utterly diverse cmniunl- - been the favorite food of many. ' men who have acquired
reputation by their literary uchievemonts.
Julian
ties." Again It says that "no two communities could wet' aHawthrone
has lauded the merits of scrapple, am' ham,
be more diverse." The Citizen begs to Inform the Chron-iclIn one style or another. Is highly esteemed by
that its utterance on this subject Is mere rot the rot prepared
tennest of rot. The Chronicle itself would find this to such writersI). as F, Hopkinson hmith, John Fox Jr., and
Roberts, as, hj fact, It is by almost everybe the case should it attempt to specify the points of Charles G.
diversity, instead of engaging in latitu'dinous p'atitudes. body who lias once enjoyed the privilege of partaking
The Citizen further undertakes to say that the diversity of ham that hits been daintily reared, delicately cured
between north and south California, wltile It is vastly leas and delectably cooked by a turbaned "mammy" of the
than that between Oklahoma and Indian Territory. The south.
Cyrus Townsend Brady Is extremely found of bacon,
people of New Mexico were fully as adverse to union with
Arizona as the people of that territory were to union with whether it Is served alone, with eggs, or as au accomus; but we repudiate the assertion that there Is any ma- paniment to calves' liver. Dr. Brady Is also an enthusiasterial diversity between the people of New Mexico and tic supporter of beans as an article of diet, and, in this
Ihose of any other part of the United States, and we respect he is fully in accord with Morgan Robertson, for
demand that the people making this charge shall give the latteiis so fond of beans that he has himself Invented
a method of cooking
t hem
Miles Bradford in the
something in support of it, other tnan mere lxld
Bohemian Magazine.
n
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Phoenician sailors.
M. Iterard has located the land
of the lotus eiters, the island of
Calypso, the cave of the Cyclops,
and the rest of the familiar spots,
and shows that Homer used one
of the ancient Phoenician ln
books on w hich to base his descrip
tions. The date at which Homer
wrote must be before Ihe foundation of
in 7:t."i. for by
llien the Phoenician sea sttprem
aey had already piveti way to the
younp Hellenic colonies. It was
in the full (lower of the society
created by Phoenician commerce
t lint
Homer wrote. This would
pive us from !HMI to Not) It. C.as his
date, and this is the date which
Herodotus Kiippestx for him. t 'rein n discoveries have shown that
ordinary fluent script was known
and practiced far earlier than
Wolf and his disciples imagine;
and it was upon a basis of sail
ors' lops, so written, that Homer
wrote his book.
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We ask no more for our clean, wc-1made Cloihiiig than
other Ftores ask for "Swat Shop" work.

TROUSERS... $1.75,

$2.00, $2.50, $3.50 to $5.50
$10, $12, $15, $18 to $25
$10, $15, $18, $20, to $25

SU,TS
OVERCOATS

Hoys' and Children's Clothln Hats, Furnishings,
etc. Union
Made and at fair nricea
You will further your own interest,
Mr. Union Mas, by
wearing our Union Made Clothing.

Clothing, Furnishings

0006000000000000000000000000000000000000

Rugs, Crockery, Glassware, Furniture
...

,

U!iJMtumwMiwyvMmmMsmmMSKMwmcnammmtuiitmnt

mi

inn

Do

You Know

about our sales of furniture
on the installment plan?
You can just have your
home if you want it A
dollar or two a week and
its done.

HOW JACKSON COT WEALTH
Former President Took Land, as
Teee, Which Afterward
Made Him Rich.

ZT

There are two wavsof reaching
'The Hermitage" from Nashville
either by carriage the entiredis
tanee. or by train to the little Hta
lion called "Hermitage," thence
jy conveyance or foot the remain
ng three miles. In either case
he way leads among tile rugged
nils tf ' "sunny Tennessee,"
through native forests which we
nay easily imagine look just as
hey did' iu Ihe latter part of the
ighleeiiih
w hen Andrew
liickson,; ft yotiug man w ho had
ust completed u brief and very tin
ystemaiic course of ''reading
v.". placed all his worldly goods
tml himself on the back of his one
lotse and turned his face from ihe
'arolinas to the then wilderness
f eastern Tennessee to make his
ortiine. says Cora It. Harris, it:
"'our Track N'ews. The himl
nls of 17!M!lT show thill it wa

THEN AGAIN IT'S BETTER TO BUY
FROM A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN
GET EVERYTHING FROM THE SAME
STORE, AND SAVE RUNNING SEVERAL ACCOUNTS.

House Furnishers
MM

MMIIM

I

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

aid

thoM-

-

House Furnishers

i

D
WILLIAM McINTOSH, President

SOLOMON

T. C. NEAD. Treasurer

LUNA,

aid Maoajer

For the.
Best Line of

11
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TRY IT.
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years that Jacksot.

he foundation for the huge
stale that he afterward owned,
le w its ihe only lawyer iu that !
'ion in he curly days--day- s
whei
loney was scarce and land was
heap, and a lawyer's fee for con
One of the most difficult of the many ditllcult things
$ liii-- ing a case of no very great im
INFORMATION FOR LADIES
which Europe finds In American conditions is that the
might
be a "liln,"
whole land should so ofen pass through the throes of an
ABOUT A WINDOW GARDEN 5 . lorlanee mile ofeasily
election contest, like that of this week, heated to a white
land. In a few-earsipiare
heat, and yet no revolution follow or any permanent
O0O0O0O0X)O0X(X0O0C0O0O0O0O
m
he was the owner of ."O.OtHl
in an appeal to arms. In this country there Is an
When those plants are brought into the ..ouse keep lies, which he acquired while
abiding acceptance of one fundamental principle the wiP them as long as
iwsslble In a room where there Is no heap and held till ii advanced in
of the majority must rule. It is this ingrained principle fire heat. In a high
temperature they will make a weak, alue, when he
sold part of il lo
which makes us worthy of freedom and enables us to spindling growth something
always to be avoided, If liable him
maintain it. However much we may be divided by Is- possible.
to cultivate and im
sues or how hotly we may contend for our views and
irove the remainder.
Give fresh air daily, the more the better.
when an election is held, that ends it. The will
m
moder.iteiy.
Water
jost
plants
comparative
will
be
of the majority is the final appeal.
ly dormant at this season and should be allowed to take
Historic Parchment.
A document which in valued
their time about beginning growth. Too much water
Scientific Optician
The Arizona Republican, published ut I'ltm-nix- .
says comliined with high temperature stimulates to premature
cry
h- b
highly
the
is
Creeks
that a party of congressmen will visit that territory the act ion.
opy of the old treaty between the
latter part of this month.
That paper mentions only
Give no fertilizer to a plant not making active
i.'niteil
Congressman Tawuey as one of the visitois. with Sena- growth. It needs none when it
States government and
is resting, is not in a con- tor Foraker, of Ohio, as having been invited, if nay dition to make use of it and will
he
Click
Indians, I'ebiiiaiy
apbe Injured by its
party goes, it will doubtless pass through New Mex- plication. When it shows an
Per Gallon
Inclination to resume work ls,'i:i, assigning the 111 to their pies
ico, and should be shown courtesies by the cities of this by the production of new leaves, then,
nt liuiiie in t he Indian lerriton.
not till then,
and
Special Price on Large Orders
territory through which they may pass, If for no other should fertilizers be applied. One of the serious mis- It is
printed on a parchment and
reason than to how them what niastodonic hearers of takes of the amateur tlorlst Is
Delivered to any part of the city
of attempting to force
ears he signature of M illard Kill
false testimony against their neighbors many of ihe a plant to grow by the use of that
manures when It is trying note,
president of ho I'nited
Arizonians have proved themselves to be.
to lake a rest.
In using fertilizers begin with small weak quantities, States when the treaty was linaily
Phone Colo. Red 92.
The Itulath Tribune said, the day after election: increasing
ti. amount and strength In proportion to the alilicd. August 1. ls.1l. The long
"After this campaign it will be strange is .Ww
wlopmetit ,,f the plant. But be satisfied with a healthy stretch between Ihe I wo dales on
and Arizona again have the hardihood to ask to be made giowth, always. A plant
that grows very rapily
Ihe document is the period of more
states." There may be some deep meaning beneath the
a pot plant is generally lacking iu vital force,
,.ars which elapsed be
than
fcurface of the quotation Just given, but to the mind and there will be a
reaction sooner or later.
fore the government could induce
vt The Citizen it is about as Miotic an utterance as could
He constantly on the lookout lor insects.
A writer
EYES TESTED FREE
well be put in the same number of words. Why should on llorii ultuiul topics
the Creeks lo leave I heir home in
We keep the quality of our bread
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
not New Mexico ask again for sta'ehood, ami what and year out, for he tires of giving this advice, year in Alabama ;i
move
to
seems
the
to
repeating
be
jjcw
cohimself
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
up to the highest. This is possible
Vhardihood" would there be In her so doing? win the nstantlyas indeed he is
but it is advice which Is al- coutitrv.
luluth Tribune kindly enlighten us?
by usinf
ways iu order, and It cannot be too firmly impressed upon the mlud of the grower of plants in the window
No Doctor Required.
The Citizen has received a copy of the work or Jus- gardens that they
The Best Flour,
be grown well unless kept free
''Il isn't necessary for a doctor
tice David J. Brewer, of the United Slates supreme from their enemiescannot
The Best Labor,
the aphis, mealy bug, scale and red to place a I hel iiioiiic I el' ill a
cwirt, on that branch of international law which has to spider. Of course, advice
man's
into
ammmmummaaamm
soap
use
The Best Methods,
make
of
the
11011
h." remarked the I Ibserver i
do with the rights of American citizens in foreign lands. fusion
have so frequently recommended in this deLUMP
BEST
CLARKVILLE
The treaties is published by the American I,aw Hook partment, is simply
Funeral Director mil Licensed Embalmer; not only in mixing and baking;, but
a repetition or what has boon said, Kenu ami Things, "to discow;
PER TON
$6.50
company, of New York, as a part of tin Ir Cyi lox dia or time ami again,
Is therefore stale advice, in a sense, thai he Im col.l feet.
and
Vonkers
taking care of and selling
BEST
AMERICAN
BLOCK
Law and Procedure. The document is said to meet a but it is always
Phones iZZVJ?B;uitl
SlUU-atiiaiitimely
K,,jte 0f that.
TON
$6.60
PER
l
If Yu wnt th
want in a department of international law not
th
br"dFor fighting the red spider there Is nothing quite so
Corn.r Fifth Bad R.llro.d Av.nu.
Sella More of Chamber laln'a Ct ah
heretofore covered.
11 have to use calling s oread.
efVctive a8 water clear water.
you
Spray the plants with
Remedy Than of All Othera
it. Dip them in it. Keep
In
Put Together.
It is stated in a dispatch from I'hoen x. Ariz., that tb the room. Moisture, if yo,i it evaporating constantly will
TICKETS 80U6HT. SOLO
PIONEER BAKERY,
Mr. Thou. George, a merchant at Mt.
can secure enough of It,
republicans will control the next legislature of that ter- keep the spider in check.
XOr
MOUTH
AND EXCHANGED
STREET.
infest-t''Kin,
says:
your
If
Ontario,
plants
becomo
"I have had the
ritory, for the first time In twenty years. Hut what
bfeore you are aware of It you can tell this by yellow
.ii di;enry for t'hamlierlaln'g Cough
Offle
Aaoelstlon
WOOD
MILL
BIG
OF
LOAD
Kood will it do that territory, whcnthi-K
Mark lug leaves and the presence
.iy ,.u.r KiPp jt was introduced
hae
TrantMOtlont
of tiny webs it is a good '"toim ("OKiila,
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR
Umith again to congress, and flatty ' refused President planto he! a lubful of
aud I sell as much of It
Ouarsntted THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
lllwl
water
,le..reea
ul.mit
I'M
In
I
do of all other lines 1 have 011
ltWsevelt's plan for making a new state?
submerge the plants in it. holding theni'under for i r- - "s
" Mich.-r. Ave. NEAK POSTOFFICC AND DSPOT
imp nan a minute at a time. Tills will generally kill loy.iis sol, ,,ut together. Of the many
rosenfieics.
under guarantee, 1 huvc
The Citizen has received no little
for the spider at Ihe first annlicataion. but u
ot ha, one hot tie.
s..e..ii.l -one mav
ran
...
reiurncil.
Its editorial of yesterday regarding freight rates into and iue ueeensui
NO. 118 West Silver Avenue.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
All
personally recommend this medicine
L. F. STUCKEL HAS HIS STAR
out of this city. Tnere is to Albuquerque no more vital bin, awav by tl, '
... E. GALLOWAY.
I
,
.
hav.
ai
Manaaer.
iiM'j
myself
,lal!'it
Riven
ir
and
"se
f"n"
TIN SHOP LOCATED WITH RAABE
TV1
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.
oration, but it ha been surest
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to my children un.l always with the
'
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FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
"
WAL- "
FOR
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For sj1 by all ilriife'- SEE
HUDSON
i. ueu i.. uexioni in (tilting.
WINDOW;
Sisis
i FIRST STREET.
TON'S DF.UG STORE.
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On Our Garments!
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Look for the Union Label
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th best Clothing
Our garments are made, by well paid, skillful Union Wnrk
men employed by Manufacturers with fair principles
and fair
It Is made under sanitary conditions-- In
dean, well venti- lated work rooms.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o SHOES
o
o

with the French "Nautical Instructions." which are ultimately
based on the "I'etiploi" of the

Su-acuse-

luuiiiig i uuiun iviaae

o

ii.irdeil
There Is conslderble tall; In the city about asking
penjj.ii 'h v is the ait v lljfttieiil
the legislature to create the new pnunty of Albuquerque,
which shall be
with lh: Albu pit rquo grant. of xi (leliiate imnasiiiltitm. tniiiil
There is much to be said on both sides of tills question, which, as in some iiiisiilisliintial
and The Citizen promises to look Into it carefully.
tlreninlaiiil. an unreal (blvssetis
VMitiili'ieil aimlessly in tnvtliieal
The country Is safe. Republicanism still
eotifiiMioii. In the Fortnight I v
and the republican party is In control of the
Mr. T. A. tttk claims for M.
and its destinies.
Victor Heianl that in his book
"Les IMieiii. ielis et I'i M vsse.v," the
The New Mexican nominates Chas. A. Splss as president of the next territorial council.
author has solvetl the problems of
I he
Homeric Meiii. M. Beranl ha
X)O0O0O0O0X)X)O0O00O0XX
spent vents in working up and
8 tlown
5 FILIPINOS REACHED BY THE
the coast of the Mediterranean in it sailing boat, armed
S
STOMACH INSTEAD OF. HEAD

lbuquerque that ulnce the first of November there has
lieen and will be no government Innd for homestead entry
in New Mexico. It seems that this report Is not confined to Albuquerque. The Citiien, therefore, reproduces
from the New Mexican of last evenlnK the following
hearing on the subject:
The following advertisement Is running in the News,
published at
Oklahoma:
"You will have to hurry if you want a free home in
New Mexico, as there will be no more free lands after
November 6. For particular call on or write John K
Thomas, Lawton, Oklahoma, office over Five and Ten
Cent store."
The facts are simple and can be stated in a very
' few words'for the Information of the many people in Okla
Iioma who are looking westward and who desire t; come
, to New Mexico.
There are at this writing about 50.01111,
00 acres of public lands In the territory of New Mexico
subject to entry under the public land, laws cither under
.the homestead law, the desert land act or the mining
laws. Of those 50.000,000 acres It is estimated that over
6.000,000 can be put to agricultural uses either by irrigation or under the dry culture or Campbell culture meth
oda. There are many tracts on which water can be
developed for irrigation by the construction of reservoir nnd clams and the saving of flood and rain waters,
by the drilling of artesian wells, by the digging of wells
and by the preserving of water in natural depressions or
lakes on the pla!;i.s. The above is a low estimate and it
may be as time advauees, as the public lands become better explored and tietter inspected, the amount of land
which within the next fifteen years or two decodes will In- brought' under agricultural cultivation may amount to
10,000,000 acres, or even more. During the present year
not less than l.Oillt.OOO acres of public land have been
entered under the homestead and desert land laws In the
counties of Union. Boosevelt, Chuves, Eddy, Quay, Guadalupe and Torrance, principally by Immigrants from Oklahoma, Texas, Indian Territory, Kansas, Mlssorul, Iowa
and Michigan. The records of the four land offices in
New Mexico, namely, at Sanla Fe, at Clayton, at Ros-weand at Las Crnces, show that during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 180(5, aliout 7 ,000 homestead entries were
made. Since then it is estimated that easily :i,()00 more,
have been filed. This means l.fiflO.OOO acres of land; this
exclusive of the desert land entries made.

f

10, 1906.

inter-terrltorl-

ANOTHER. LIE NAILED

t

Interested

ing legislature,

The Citizen Publishing Company
TRICKLER,

CITIZEN.

the creation on tne part of (he approachof a railroad commission to look after
PROBLEMS
railway rates. The suggestion Is heartily SOLVES HOMERIC
endorsed by this paper, which will have much to say on Writar Claim That M. Victor Berard
this subject.
Baa Dispelled Mist Connected
with Pom.
The election is now over. Everybody acquiesces in
the results. Hut right here and now Is the time for the
For centuries rival scholiasts
republicans of the territory, and especially Hernalillo
over tlioliirthi!;ico
linvoqtin
county, to begin (aktnj, stock of their party assets, nnd
set about rearranging where affairs are out of joint and of Homer, ntiil lmvc HispiDed
replenishing where there has bet n any apparent loss of whether he was n 111:1 ti or it sviuli
fealty.
exile, I. ut it litis been almost
Is
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LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM
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FOR W. H. ANDREWS

SECRET SERVICE MAN

Caldwell's Home and Friends Later Returns Show That His
Majority Is Over One
Thousand.

!

Still Remain a Mystery
in Albuquerque.

siding here and one each nt Drnvir
and lxm Antreles.
The funeral will tnke plnce tonior- row from the i.eA Avenue Methodist'
church, Hev. Dr. Rollins officiating
AT BOYS' SOAP BOX and it Is expected that it will bo at- tended by each of the lodges to which
the dead man belonged. Members of
the A. O. U. W. are requested to meet
'
" tomorrow
Runaway Collides With Tel-;- ;
the purpose of being present at
body.
eplione Pole-M- rs.
Axel v.
th? lurch m
Many regrets are ex pressed over,
thc dt'u,h of Mr- - wney, whose partic
Tenner Iniured.
ularly happy disposition had endeared
him to a large circle or acquaintances

j
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HE CAKKltD

WEAPONS CARKIES TAOS AND KIO AKKIBA LADIES

XO

Teltgram States He lives

In

West' Jones and Larrazolo at

PAGE

VOTE

Although einin telei;r:inis have been
sent hy Undertaker A. A. Borders to
n
many ilifTorent addresses found In
letters iind memoranda unions the effects of Charles V. Caldwell, whose
body arrived here Thursday evening
from AliiRondes, whero lit-- was run
over and killed by a train, possibly
No. 7, early Thursday morning, no
word which establishes that the man
had relatives or a fixed place, of abode
has reached him. At this limo the
undertaker is still awaiting instructions as U the disposition of the body.
A single telegram has been received, but It throws no light upon the
mystery. It is from Mrs. J. C. Glaze,
or Azusa, Cul., ami reads that the man
resided In West V irginia and suggests
that the body be buried by the county.
"A letter follows," the telegram reads.
From developments today it appears
that (Caldwell's connections will remain a mystery until the letter arrives, which may disclose important
particulars regarding him.
A letter written to J. li Huddleson.
of Washington, chief of the sVcret
service in which Caldwell recommends
a W. B. Bacon for a position with the
service, and a postscript to the letter
which roads, "I am working on a
postofflce ob," together with a star
"U. S. Detective,"
which contains
leads to the belief that he was a secret
service official. The office was wired
yesterday, but there has been no re-

Lincoln
McMulcy
Hlo Arriba (not. Included)
Sa:ita Fe
Sandoval
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Valencia
Total
Majorities v?r Larrazolo.
Chaves
(

:m4

MS

Quay

Roosevelt
San Miguel
San Juan
Sierra
Union

the Denver office of the
secret service states that Caldwell
was unknown there. No revolver was
found among Caldwells effects, or
cartridges, or anything which evidences that he had been armed or
carried a weapon. The letter of recommendation was written last Oc
tober. It had been stamped and
sealed, but never mailed, and was
found torn open in his coat pocket.
These circumstances give rise to
doubt that Caldwell was connected
with the secret service. An unfinished
letter to Judge J. J. Jackson, of
W. Va., which reads, "This
" and
man wants a recommend to
a second letter addressed to a Mark
Baker, Sweet Springs, Monroe county,
W. Va., confirms the report from Mrs
Olazn that he lived in West Virginia
William McGugin, bookkeeper for
the water company, is from Parkers
burg, W. Va. He is acquainted with
Judge Jackson there and knows of a
Caldwell family which lives at" Parkersburg. They are wealthy people,
but there is. nothing to establish that
the dead man is related to them
They have been telegraphed.
Caldwell's baggage contained
number of letters and some books.
These showed he had been engaged
at some occupation for which he was
paid, by "the hour. It was impossible
to determine the nature of the work
or the location of it from the men
oranda.
Among the contents of his suit
case are sundry pieces of wearing ap
parel of good quality, three razors and
heavy rubber shoes with felt socks
which might indicate that, he has
been roughing it.
Unless the undertaker receives
some favorable replies to the
he has sent, it Is likely Cald
well will be burled at the expense of
the county.
later Undertaker Borders received
a telegram from Judge J. J. Jackson
of Parkersburg, West Virginia, late
this afternoon which reads: "Don t
know any man samed C. A. Caldwell."
.
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NEW MUSIC STORE TO
IN ESTANGIA

LEARNARD

& LINDEM ANN SHIP
PING GOODS TO BRANCH

HOUSE THERE.
Tlu Learnard & Lindemann music
store is a veriablo bee hive of Indus
try today. The firm has recently decided to open a number of brancn
stores at different points la New Mexl-co and Estanria has been selected as
the point to start the first of these, j.
K. Pauley, who has been In tho
valley for the past twenty
years, will be in chargo of the new
store there and they are busy packing
piuiHM and boxing musical goodB for
shipment to him.
The branch house at Estancfa will
be called No. 1.
The Learnard at
Lindemann people are optimistic of
success in the new field because Mr.
Pauley has a wide acquaintance
throughout the valley and his experience anions the larger eastern manufacture, where be was engaged for
twelve years as un expert piano tuner,
guarantees bis Jilness l"r the position.
Other brunches of the business will
possibly be established at Las Vegas
and Raton, at least Ihese pliccs figure
prominently in the present calculation
of the management.
Mr. Learnard this morning told a
report r for The Evening Citizen thai
the business had Increased a hundred
per cent durir.g the past six months
over the figures of any similar period
siuce the firm started business In Albuquerque. Tnis he attributes to the
fact that they are in a position to offer better values for tho money than
other houses on account of placing
larger orders and jobbing in the goods.
Oh! Baked
chick n with oyster
dressing at the Columbus hotel tomorrow.
1

o

TONIGHTI TONIGHT! TONIGHTI
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.
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Grocery Comp'y.
"Good Things to Eat"
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All Odd

Ileln's
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Fellows

to

3
158

4331
Total
Note Since the publication of The
Evening Citizen yesterday afternoon,
this office has heard direct from Taos,
vl3 Ties Piedras, the dispatch being
signed by F. C. Ellis, and it says that
Andrews majority in Taos county is
by
302. Taos went against statehood
257 majority.
Last night by telephone from 1 terra
Amarilla, Rio Arriba county, to closest
ailroad station, and thence by tele
graph, Delegate, Andrews received la
formation that Rio Arriba county had
given him 500 majority, it not a larger
majority on the official count.
'In the nine river precincts, said
Delegate Andrews this morning, "my
majority Is 142 votes, and if this ratio
was Kept up In the other precincts,
and I have no reason to doubt it, my
majority in Rio Arriba county will ex
ceed BOO."
Word comes from Santa Fe that A
A. Jones, chairman of the territorial
republican central committee, and Mr.
Larrazolo, defeated candidate for delegate to congress, are in Santa Fe en
roue to Rio Arriba and Taos counties
and are crying "fraud," even threat
ening to contest Mr. Andrews' elec
tion. It. is understood that several ai
leged republicans at Santa Fe have
given Messrs, Jones and Larrazolo en
couragement, by stating as their opln
ion that Taos and Kio Arriba coun
ties had given a majority to Larrazolo,
when the returns show a substantial
majority from both counties for An
drews, and acting on these boosts
Jones and Larrazolo have not yet con
ceiled the election of Mr. Andrews,
and are really thinking of contesting
the election.
Ine figures In the above table, in
the majorities from several of the
counties, are changed from those published yesterday afternoon but they
show that Delegate Andrews' majority, not including the disputed Rio
Arriba county, is 682.
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Votow, secretary.

at the residence of Comrade Edward
Johnson, 310 West rilver avenue, to- morrow. November 11. at 2 o'clock
and proceed from there in a body to
the Methodist Episcopal church to attend the funeral services of our de--;
ceased comrade, John Wiley. By or--1
der of Jos. N. Warner, second vice
president. W. W. McDonald, adjutant.

;

Now
,

' IF ICATION.
Position as cook by a JapWANTED
anese. Call at Los Angeles rooming

TOO LATE FOR

CL.sC--

house.

WANTED

kitchen
Apply at once to Santa Fe
Man to work as

helper.
hospital.
complete
FOR
SALE Furniture,
cooking utensils and dishes, five
room house for rent.
Call before
Monday noon. 210 North Walter.

No

breaking in
needed

PARAGRAPHS

Fleischer, a brother of A. and
.1. Fred Fleischer
of this city arrived
Mr.
from Philadelphia.
Thursday
Fleischer comes to stay, and as soon
as he gets located, will have his family Join him from the city of brotherly
M. N.

love.
W. H. Hulvey, who

was a well
known citizen of this city in the early
days of the metropolis, is here from
Chicago, where ho is In the brokerage
tmslness and is' prospering. Mr. Hulvey is here in the hearing of Indian
depredation claims in which he is In-

terested.

.VK7

.

oof Xj-- '
The llexibl sol "Kd Cros
Shoe is c o mo rl a b Je fro ::
the start.
The burning and sichinp
caused by stiff soles and thc
evils of thin soles arc prevented by the Red Cross.. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hour- - at a time with
comfort.
A stylish
j?

&

People's Restaurant

Open Day and Night

LADIES

MORTUARY

ESCORT

OTTO

KLEINWORT, Proprietor

(good

BER
ALBERT FA
....

Hie
viilmist,
Prof. N. DiMauro.
gives os sons on the violin and mandolin. Guaranteed to be the lies'

teacher
siring-

in

lessons address
ery, city.

Anyone

general

Ak for JAFFA'S KNACK
BREAD and take no other.

de-

deliv-

Bills
THE BEST OF
EVERYTHING AND GUARANTEE WHAT WE MAKE TO
A FEW OF
PLEASE YOU.
THE SPECIALS FROM OUR
BAKERY DEPARTMENT.

WE MAKE

Fruit, t'ocoanut or ('. ulu15c
late specials, per doz
10c
Fruit Bars, per doz
Cheese Straws, per doz. . . . 10c
Spice Cakes, nut top. each.. 30c
Layer Cakes, each... 25c to 60c
4Jc
Fruit Oakes, per lb
Cuq Cakes, Iced, per doz. . . .20c
Raised or Sweet Doughnuts,
;10c
per dozen

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the

offer .thorough
courses in

We

DAY OR

BOOKKEEPING
ENGLISH

BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE
COMMERCIAL

LAW

SPELLING
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING
AND

Spanish

;

Write cr call for full
-information.

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, Albuquerque, Nev Mexico

AND LOTS OF OTHER GOODS
YOUR TRADE.
We WANT
QUALITY
OF OUR
THE
GOODS WILL MAKE A REGULAR CUSTOMER ONCE YOU
TRY THESE GOODS.

STOVES
STOVES
BASE BURNER

Eat Krack Kream Bread

Perfect Condition

Only In Use Two Months

New and

Jaffa Grocery

Staab Building

Co.

Ranges

Second-han- d

& GO,, U?

BORRADAILE

"Good Things to Eat"

Gold Avenue

MAIL 0RDEIS FILLED THE SAME BAY
1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

.

FRENCH BAKERY
ELKS'

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

HOUSE

OPERA

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors

Thursday, Norember 15, '06

13

UTTER NUT

FINK LINE OF
CAKES

IJRKAD
Better

H. H. FRAZEE
PRE9CNT8
THE BIG FUN SHOW

An

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

AA
w' A A
r' A

DANCERS

i

-WS A fS

W

1

W

AND

Josh
Everlasting
Success

Always on Hand.

e.

A j!
j rdfrf1 J
v A tiJ1dfciAidfcfidfcfliAi
WmVm
Convenience - Comfort - Security

j

rKS V

SINGERS

Home-Mad-

C0K
All City

fc

Uncle

Than

Tho

COMEDIANS

duties

the

Watch (or Big Parade of Hayseed

Band

YOU

health, prolongs your ' life
protects your home.

NEED

A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

n4

HOME

DRUGGISTSr2

Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

BOTH PHONES

ooooooooooooThe St. Elmo

Thos.

JOSEPH

120

i

BARNETT, Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMRLg A NO
CLUB ROOM

0'000'00000'0'00

Richard Carle's Merry Musi
cal Extravaganza

F. PALMER
J.
Hay,
Meats,

Keleher

Anu

O. F. O.
VJHISKEY

Rico Hotel and Bar

BUSINESS CHANGE
i

Set Teeth $8.

K

I

111

t.

-

Finest Whiskies

One Night Only
14

less,

3tea

HOUSE

NOV.

the cares

The telephone preserves your

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. LEADING

Seats on Sale Wednesday, November 14

WEDNESDAY

,

the

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Prices BOc, 78c and St.OO

ELKS' OPERA

lighter,

makes

and the worries fewer.

Perkins

See Uncle Josh at
County Fair

telephone

John R. Wellington.
The body of John It. Wellington, a
THE GENTLEMEN
Grain, Groceries and Fresh
F.
young In all hseeker, ,who canio here
The Maid and the Mummy
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGEwo
eeks ago from Carnegie, Pa.,
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
was shipped to his home in Carnegie Headquarters for Low Prices
NOVEL FEATURE OF UNIVERSITY last night by Undertaker A. Btrders.
501 North First Street
Both Phones.
Paints,
Varnishes,
Leather,
DANCE GIVEN AT CASINO
on
Young Wellington died nt his boardand
a c.it ol tiiiusu.il nu-ri-t
With
LAST NIGHT.
ing place three days ago of tuberculos- Brushes and Jap-a-la- c
i'Ki:i) WAKKKN as the Mumis, lie was a member of Carnegie
,
408 W. Railroad
The young ladies of the 1'iiiversity Lodge No. 231, B. P. O. E.
my. Gorgeous Costumes, Scen- Highland Rooming House
of New Mexico last evening enterWiley.
of
John
Death
tained the members of the Varsity
THE CELEBRATED
ery ami Electrical Kl'fects.
MRS. M. E. HEINDL, Prop.
Albuquerque lost one of her earliest THE HIGHLAND LIVER
foot ball team at a dance in the
morning
this
citizens
known
mid
best
Casino at Old Albuquerque. About
BAM BROOK BROB.. Prop:
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
JUST
Wiley, who died LIVERY
half of the students were present, as in the rprson of John1023
AND BOARDING 8TABLE Prices, 50c, 75c. $1.00 and $1.50
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
Third
South
at
at
residence
his
were also Professor Crum of the facSADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
was
ulty, and Mrs. Crum. Under the rules street at 10 o'clock. Mr. Wileyyears
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
during
New Building, New Furniture, Steam
his
many
in
forms
active
prescribed for the occasion H became
at special rates on week days.
Seats. m sale at MA lSOX'S
Heat and Everything Connected
tlie duty of the ladies to call upon the here and considered one of the besi Auto Phone 604.
112 John St.
No.
Fe
With the Place Brand New.
gentlemen and escort them to the men in the employ of th Santa caclock.
Nov.
at
12
Monday,
9
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH
scene of merriment and In all other railroad, which he served in tho
ways perform the duties ordinarily pacity of yard foreman for over twelve
years. He was also connected with
Bottled In Bond.
assumed by the men.
No. Ill North First Street
organizations among which
Dining the evening
music was many localCiand
Army, the A. O. U. W. DINELLI 4 LENCIONI, Proprietors.
furnished by the Scout orchestra and were the
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
F. He was In the
refreshments served. Those present and the I. O. O. age
and leaves be- Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
04th year of his
report a most enjoyable evening.
taml; of 1'iiruU nr.' at
the Joseph K. John-iol ham piirt'hBM'-Put Up for Travelers.
hind him a wife and three daughters.
Distillers.
317 aii'l 31 South S tecmd street ud.I vill conduct th.; hiihiness as I
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
All of the htter are married, one re- CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION.
i;
of all of Mr. Johnsons
have in 'he past unii solicit tha
FHAXKTORT, KT.
Inspect Our Holiday Offerings of
11. i'i'i
as well as my old cuatonie
South Second street,
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS AT $3.00
:ore for tho last three years.
hi - I huvo conducted a second Ivj
DOZEN.
PER
I to my new store uud 1 will
Tho !,'"', is from this til ace will be in
Why Pay More? Open Sundays.
Gold Crowns $6
MEUNI & EAKIN
business as well as the re- hoth tho new and aecond i.;
rontiuui
MILLETT STUDIO.
of furniture and "opoolsteriii:' II tho new location, i.iank-hopinlarliu;
Bole Agents.
216 West Railroad Avenue.
D IP.
Bridge taork. Purcclais
G It) rlLL'VGS Sl.SO
- ' to s'H thtm all at tho
y o!il patrons for past favors
in:
Albuquerque,
N. M.
I
All
kork Guaranteed
Inktu and Pdinlfn fxirauiua.
new pi"' ", remain
Tlit Columbus liiiii'l ifftT an
Automatic Ft one, 188.
Respectfully vours.
iti(iuully K'x'il 'linner
tcniionovf.
'LI AND StCOND STRLtT
rtD I C CDUIU
CHAS. L. KEfl'LKK.
B.ikt'il chickt'u lAitli oyster dn
UN L.
tnVIrl,
Whltlaa Building
ainl everytliisg to po with it
r.

KREAM

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

s

MUSIC LESSONS.

RUG DEPARTMENT is a revelation to those who
visit It, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
from the best looms.
OUR

.

ivith the

Alejandro Sandoval, tho republican candidate for treasurer and
collector of Sandoval county,
who was elected Tuesday by a big
majority, is In the city. He reportea
to friends this morning that Sandoval
county gave Delegate Andrews about
shoe that's
700 majority.
Judge A. L. Morrison of Santa Fe,
and well known here, has received absolutely
word of the election of his son, R. E. comfortable
Morrison as district attorney of Yavapai county on the republican ticket.
Yavapai county is normally democratic and his election is Indicative of Mr.
?.-.Morrison's popularity.
J. M. Luna, the probate clerk of Valencia county, was in the city Thursday, returning to Los Lunas last night
;
Sr. R'J
Mr. Luna stated that Valencia county.
i Vilt BLrL:rt
at the election Tuesday, kept in the
republican column, and gave Delegate
Andrews a majority of about 15UU Oxfords,
votes over his democratic opponent,
$3.50 and $;;.co
O. A. Larrazolo.
The Sunday evening lectures will be Hiph Shoes,
Congregational
the
continued in
VOTE ON STATEHOOD
$4.00 raid $.3.50
The pastor,
church this evening.
Rev. J. W. Barron, will speak to mer
Let f.v fit yon
chants and business men on the very
FOR STATEHOOD.
important topic, "Christianity and the
SEE
I,4ti7 Commercial Spirit." There was never
Hernalillo
934
Chaves
topic so much
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
a
such
when
time
a
1,000
Colfax
needed to be considered as the pres
121 West Railroad Ave.
764
Dona Ana
ent.
582
Eddy
New Mexico
S. E. Newcomer entertained Albuquerque
Mrs.
20
Guadalupe
the Iowa club last Monladies
of
the
319
Grant
day afternoon. The following otneers
59
PIONKER BAKERY
Lincoln
were elected for the ensuing year:
40
Luna
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor
vice
Mrs. W. J. Hyde:
President.
202
McKInley
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
president, Mrs. S. M. poiferfleld; sec200
Quay
retary,
Mrs. J. B Fish; treasurer, Mrs.
392
Otero
Wright; corresponding secre WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
StlO Carey
Roosevelt
tary. Airs. u. Kicnarus; cnairinan oi
100
Sandoval
program committee, Mrs. S. E. NewWe desire patronage and we guar660
San Juan
Mrs. Richards and Mrs. Hugh
antee first class baking.
98 comer.
Sierra .;
membership.
were
Cooper
to
admitted
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.
1,800
Socorro
Oro
night
Casa
de
crowd
of
a
Last
300
Torrance
paid an unceremonious call at
2 guests
Union
studio-hom- e
of Miss Menaul, 516
1,600 the
Valencia
Miss Menaul Is
West Silver avenue.
11,477 late from Europe, where she has been
Total
preparing herself for the profession of
305 South First Street
music. The callers were beautifully
AGAINST STATEHOOD.
entertained by numerous selections Best 1 5c and 25c meals in
500
Mora
from her apparently unlimited reper700
Rio Arriba
Home cooking.
toire, and left with a high opinion of the city.
754
Santa Fe
By the way
ability
host.
of
their
the
ladies.
400
San Miguel
Miss Menaul holds her talents at the Special attention to
257 disposal
Taos
of the public; she also has
All
Hours
Short Orders at
of
the unqualified recommendation
Total
2.11 'I tie Citizen.
.Majority for statehood, S.Kt'.i;.
Hon.

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

WANT YOU TO KNOW
WHAT WE MAKE IN OUR
BAKERY DEPARTMENT AND
WE

All members of G. K. Warren Post
No. 5, G. A. R., are requested to meet

suit of a runaway on Roma
venue vesterday afternoon about 5
o'clock, Mrs. Axel V. Tegner, wife of
Axel v. legner. contractor and uuuu- er, lit s nt. her home at Fifth and Itoma
avenue suffering from painful Injuries
o her face, a badly sprained wrist and
o.my
"""
who resides on North Seven in si reel,
Mrs.
Tegner. Both were
was with
thrown from the buggy which collided
with a telephone pole.
Aside from slight scratches and a
Mrs. Hein essmall bruise
caped injury. She considers it remarkable.
Mrs. Tegner was kicked in the face
bv the horse, while she was prostrate
on the ground after the buggy struck
the pole. She Is a delicate woman.
Her injuries, although painful, were
pronounced not serious by the physician who was called immediately after the accident. The buggy was badly wrecked.
Mrs. Tegner and Mrs. lleln were
driving on Roma avenue when a num
ber of boys appeared in the street
with a soap box fixed on some pieces
This , fjaprovlsed va- of scantling.
hide made to much noiso it scared
the Jiorse the women were driving and
it became unmanageable. The animal
ran a block and stopped only when
the vehicie struck the obstruction in
its path and turned the buggy over.
complained to the
Mr. Tegner
police about the boys this morning.
As the

440
128

rant

Guadalupe
I. una

KKO.M

Escape.

Dona Ana

Eddy

THKOVN

the

ON DELEGATE.

Majorities for Andrews
Bernalillo
Colfax . .

--

Alhiuiuerqu--

FIVt..

THE JAFFA

meet nt Ihelr hall at 2 o'clock Sunday
for the purpose of attending
Santa Fe Animal Kicks Injured Woman in afternoon
me itinera! ot urotner jonn wney.
Face-M- rs.

Mourning Over the
Defeat.

Virginia A Letter
Follows.

OPEN

CITIZEN.

HORSE TAKES FRIGHT

HOT HAVE BEEN

MAY

EVEN1NQ

ALBUQUEKQUE

lko6.

;

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

I

I
1

oiir

una

j

PEEPS INTO

LOIR

LIFE

Jn Great City of New York.

Some Curious Revelations
Beneath the Surface.
WORLD

ONE HALF

NOT HOW OTHER

down on them, wlih the result that n lot of Hly girla nono over
-.
1!t years of age were iocked up In poIt
lit o nil ilu an romninn erlmlnals.
trntiKpired (hut two of the girla were
students of the normal college. Tho
magistrate, n mnn ot nensc, ordered
the immediate release of tho girls and
they left court having evidently
the Joke.
dwoopc,i

New York, Nov. lit. A whale seen
by the Germaa. Oil steamship Phoebus
of Hamburg, proved to bo one of the

most friendly fish the captain had
ever seen., us it. swam close to the
ship for a very long distance, seeming
to feel that as bot'.i the ship aed Itself
oil carriers, they were, to some
extent, akin. It was a very sizable
whale too, the captain states, and,
according to the veracious mate its
hack was eight feet across and so
high out of the water that it looked
.like the deck of a submarine craft.
The cook's boy was explaining that
rrom lime to time tho wiiale lifted its
head and cast longing eyes into the
galley but the mate reproved him for
departing from the strict lines of

wr

STREETS OF NEW YORK
Chitting animals through the New
York streets hits become quite a common occurence. Only a few days ago
the officers were after an ostrich
which a hippodrome man was driving
through the streets, by way of exercise, but with a sharp eye also to advertising tho valno of the performance. The ostrich nfter a chase was
captured and his rider cautioned not
to appear with the "annual" on the
street again. Now comes the account
of an exciting hunt of .a fallow deer
through Brooklyn's busiest streets,
taken part in automobiles, bicycles
and mounted policemen. The deer
escaped.

PICTURE REMOVED
FROM ROGUE'S GALLERY
Portrait No. 9732 has been removed
from the Rogues gallery in the Tombs,
for the chunky fat faced little original
is gone beyond arrest. He Is dead in
the morgue with a tiny puncture In
his breast, a wound that did not look
big enough to Injure a decent steed
house fly. No. 9632 was Joe Morello,
a black hander of some years standing, and be has been killed by the
members of his own gang In the crook
f Mulberry etreet, in a fight over the
custodianship of an imported girl
chattel. Joe was finished with what
is knowa as a "Hanistringer" a nee-d- ie
fourteen Inches long with a wood-'- u
haft. Frank Eonano of Detective
Officer Petronini'a staff of Italian defectives, saw a row in that part of
little Sicily that shoves a souied elbow into the ribs of Chinatown.
When be came up to have a look on.
and eee fair play, he saw three men
running away, and his old friend Mo- rello lying on the street with the long,
thin, shining weapon on the street be
side him. A post mortem examination showed that No. 9632 was clever
iy polished off, bis heart having been
pierced througn almost vertically
NOTED

NEW FRENCH THEATRE FOR
NEW YORK FRENCH COLONY

the charm of New York life, both
to citizens and strangers, is its cos
mopolitanism, toe plan to establish a
French theater here deserves all pos
sible encouragement. In matters gastronomic one can have a meal cooked
and served in the manner of London
or Berlin, Paris or Marseilles, Milan
or Hilda pest, so it should be in matter
of art. Already it Is possible to enjoy
excellent dramatic offerings in Ger
man, Yiddish, Chinese and Italian and
urely thtre should be enought Fran- and French speaking
Americans to make the French the
ater a permanent success. In such a
venture artists who demand excessive
salaries will cot be needed as Paris
holds Km array of talent In its smaller
so there
theaters and
is no reason why It would not rosper
while adding both vanety and spice to
New York's amusements.
Ag

ts

YOUNG GIRLS ARRESTED
AS DANGEROUS ANARCHISTS
A wave of s.archy is at present
sweeping over New York and th po-

lice are active. Emma Goldman, the
erstwhile companion of the Anarchist
Gorky, falling to recruit the more
staid class of people in the anarchist
ranks, has succeeded in enlisting a
number of school children, all in snort
dresses. Who can now say that the
New York police are not active, after
the daring raid, at extreme risk ol
their own lives they have made. While
the "anarchists" were in session at
the Manhattan Lyceum the police

GAMBLERS FIND PROTEC

TION COMES TOO HIGH

Gamblers, pool room runners and
the kiepers of illegal resorts he.'e
w hose places have been raided or shut
down announced that It has been
caused by a general refusal to pay In
creased blackmail for "protection.
Sometime ago a schedule of prices
was arranged for "protection" which
has iow been made public. To open
a gambling house cost ffitn 11,000 to
i,m0 according to the locality. To
open a pool room from luOU to 1 1,000
the. blood money claimed. The daily
lax on gambling houses ran from $25
to 130 and on pool rooms from $10
to $25. A well known gambler putting
the case in a nutshell has stated
"When the bunch of pirates who own
the city get hungry for money they
look to the pool rooms and gambling
houses for it. As it is highway robbery we have struck against it and
will pay no longer."
IN HORSES
PICKED UP ON STREETS
The almost Droken down gray cab
horse for which A. G. Vanderbllt paid
a couple of hundred dollars is expected to take blue ribbons at tho forthcoming horse shows. This recalls the
case of the Duke of Portlands, Eng
lish steeplechaser, which he picked off
the streets in London for $100. The
horse, which ho called Stray Change,
became a first rate hunter and placed
many hunt cups to his credit.

BARGAINS
-

CONTRAST IN ACTION OF
TWO PROMINENT WOMEN
The reader can fix hlg own moral
to the two following short stories. (1)
A lady living in Philadelphia traveled
all tho way to this city, a distance of
some GOO miles In her steam yacht to
purchase two poodles. She succeeded
in her quest, purchased the dogs tor
$1,000 and went her way rejoicing.
(2) While walking la Battery park a
few dayg ago Mrs. Klngsland came
across a curly headed blackeyed child
of eight, suffering from the effects of
sturv-tio- n
and shivering with the coiq
Since the death of the child's father
ago he has
and mother a short time sli-pt
In the
lived by begging and has
city parks. Mis. Klngsland took the
provided
child to her home
him with
clothes and, though not in very af
fluent circumstances, is going to pay
the cost of his livin; and education
until he can work f. r himself,
ATHLETIC WOMAN PUTS
OUT A BIG POLICEMAN
A big hole was made in the plate
glass window of Peter Kelley g saloon,
No. 442 Seventh avenue, because a
handsome,
youn?
and beautifully
gowned woman forgot that she placed
her Jewels for safe keeping In her
stocking. Patrolman O'Neil baa also
to bear the Jibes of his comrades et
being beaten by a woman, while tiie
young woman herself speni. a night in
tho police cell with a badly lacerated
band. O'Neil, who is known as "Fight
ing Tom," is big but the Amazon who
Is five feet nine inches tall and ath
letlc after pummeling Kelly's barnman,, gave O'Neil two from shouldor
and be failed to c6me up to time
Three patrolmen had to be rcqulstlon
ed before the woman could be taken
to the police station. There sho gave
her name as Florenco Graham, de-

To Heat
?

I

very house has its

col J room. Abnormal weather
cuiulitions, inadequate stove or
furnace beat olnn result in sums particular
part ot the house being cold and cheerievi. You
can make home warm and clieerlul with the
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(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
lioicis 4 quarts ol oil iu bums 9 Hours, iiives intense
beat. Twohnishes nickel aril japan. Handsome, useful, reliable.
I: very heater warranted.
If not at your dealer's wnte our
nearest agency lor acscrtpuve circular.

to&sea.
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vou ran buv. koutbDcd with
Utrt Improvei burner. Gives
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tlnunout library, dir
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LongKimonds in Japanese
effects, $2.50 kind, for . . P
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W. W. Mills, wifo of the American
consul, and formerly of El Taso is the
president of the club.
The managers of El Paso bolels
have been very generous in making
convention rates.
A bureau of information will be established before and during the convention at the union depot In charge
of Mrs. Conklm
A !:ir2o comniitteo under tho direc
tion of Mrs. George Tlitoa will meet
all trains Tuesday and Wednesday,
November 20 and 21. The members
of this committee will wear green
nd white ribbons, the club colors.
Many visitors as well as delegates
nro expected. The hospitality of El
Paso people is so widely known that
several of the larger Texas cities will
be well represented, special cars haT- -j
ing iK'en chartered for the occasion.
cllned to give her address, and when
are being
Elaborate preparations
searched by the matron a pearl neck-- i TEXAS FEDERATION
'
made under the direction of Mrs. S.
lace, a diamond broach, four diamond
II. Sutherland for a Mexican luncheon
rings and a gold watch and chain
OF WOMAN'S CLUB across the liver. This will be of eg- ere found in her stockings. 1 lie po
pedal interest to delegates and visit- lice afterwards ascertained that she
ors, giving them an opportunity of
is the wife of a stockbroker whose
nume is not Graham. She stated she WILL HOLD CONVENTION
IN EL enjoying a Mexican menu.
Mrs. D. W. Tucker, EI Paso memas In Kelly's bar and though'- - her
23.
''PASO NOV. 21, 22 AND
ber ot the stute music committee, has
Jewelry was taken from her there.
mim-ijer- s
provided several very fine
Requests are coming in from all
for the program.
EW YORK WOMEN
sides as to the approaching meeting
Invitations have been sent to the
CARRY DEADLY PISTOLS of
Ft deration of Woman's presidents of the federations of
State
the
You would be astonlshid, said
clubs of Texas w hich will be in session
Colorado. The
Arizona
manufacturer of firearms, "to learn in El Paso November'21, 22 and 23. national federationand
will be well reprerecarry
women
how many New York
says the El Paso Herald. Club memby the president, Mrs. Sarah
volvers, particularly In the suburban bers are being kept busy distributing sented
Decker
and recording secretary,
Piatt
number
districts. I don't know what
as to program and ar- Mrs. John Sherman.
information
police
department
the records of the
rangements to be made for the recep- show and I don't believe it is any in- - f,
entertainment of the visl
Bd
Made Happy For Life.
w
"""-uicuiion ui iue
meeting of,.,.,
tors.
The
the federation
"'1
Great happiness came Into the hom
as a rule, but thousands!,,.,,.
of S. C. Rlair, school stipe rintendent,
,
of them know nothing of the fact that
frnm ...
:U St. Albans, V. Va., when his little
necessary.
I
is
could
permit
police
:,a
daughter was restored
from the
btnlpo!.:.
,
,
you
hundred
half
name
a
tho
of
ve
...
complaint
names.
He says:
he
dreadful
"
who
Long
dwelling
Island
on
matrons
..
"My little daughter had St. Vitus'
Uto of $15. Further information can dfiiKf, which yielded to no treatment
but grew steadily wotve until es a last
from local agents.
pistol can give. Mrs. Macnay is me be hadSaturday,
November 24, an ex- resort we tried Electric Hitters; anu J
On
proud possessor of one of the most
tho rejoice to say three bottles effected a
beautiful revolvers In the worm, its ' cursion will leave El Paso over ,uex.
cure iu
complete cure, viie.
Mexican
uninuantia.
ior
central
alloy,
the
a
hard
silver
of
barrel is
j up-- j nervous emni'i'iium, stm-u- i
woman
s
ut""j.
uurrein.
American
'no
grade,
purer
a
of
hamber is silver
w
nnpavnn ti a I uu til mat -mare huh
eawuehhes,
nupuvei ibuc i
I..
..r.i.i
,
,
una
.
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"".
kiii
v. oil..
.
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......
f!.,nin,i
hn-an nmuu niti
ilitAitirilir
Tem1 pen tr finv lr was wiuiy
ui. ill v
... ivjtUin.
uauiiDuim..,,
Kr
nrln uvvIi.,nri,ta
(JUL I1 II
l
U
UniL
iiiiifih'otollll'ir
Adolf
Mrs.
wit.
her.
order
for
to
made
I adenburg,
since the right of hf r
aiiEhter suffered, goes armed when
he rideg along the bridle paths
around her Long Island home, and she
OMSISTS
THAT
ould not hesitate to use her weapon
necessary.
IN DRESSING TROMTrJE SKIN OUT.
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Successors to
MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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sale Dec. I to 4 inclusive. Return limit
Oec. 10, 1906. Don't fail to attend this
exhibition of Live Stock.

r.
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HALF TH Con FORT AND PLEASURE!
IS M WHflTS fVEXTTo YOUR
QVSTER BROWtf.

i?

t
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47ztt.f
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Year of Blood.
The y, ar Wi will long be remembered in the home of F. N. Taeket ot
a year of blood;
AI!iani.e, Ky..
which flowed so copiously from Mr.
Tucker lungs that death teemed very
near.
writes: "Severe bleeding
from he Iuiik and a frightful cough
nad broitglit me at death's door,
I began tukiug
Dr. King's New DisCoiidumiition, with the as
covery
toni,biiu result that after taking four
aim
bol'les I was completely
us urn.
bus proven perinaiien i)
:n.iij;iU.ed for bore luui.'.
cured."
OllUlla Atid cldti, ut a!! druggists.
Trial b'ttle
r
dfd ?t
rrb .
a-- s
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free.
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Gas, Electric Light and Power Go
CORNER 4th A MO GOLD

s

A

Purdy, Agent
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f
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The Ample. Life

LOOK ALL RIGHT OUTSIDt;
BUT YOU KNOWtfOUnucH BCTTER.
YOU EEL IN Nl CE UNDER WAR-- .

;

1906
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PROPOSALS FOK FOCK TRICK
Department of the inBUILDINGS.
terior. Office ot Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, Oct. 29, 100C. Scaled pro
posals, plainly marked on the outsiue
for
of the sealed" envelope "Propos-alBrick Buildings, Santa Fe. New Mex- lco," and addressed to the Commis
sioner of Indian Affairs. Washington,
D. C, will be received at the Indian
office until 2 o'clock p. m. of Decem
ber 3, lt'Oti. for furnishing and dcllvering the r.ecessary materials and la
bor required to construct anil complete a dormitory, nd a me.? ball and
bakery, both of brick with plumbing,'
steam beat and electric lighting, also
an addition to the-- brick warehouse
and a brick bat!i bouse, both with elec
trie lighting, all ut tho Santa to
school. New Mexico, in utTlet accord
anco with plans, specifications and instructions to bidders which may be
examined at this office, the offices of
the "Improvement Bulletin," Minneapolis, Minr..; "American Contractor,"
Chicago, III.; "Citizen," Albuquerque,
New Mex.; ' New Mexican." faanxa
New Mex.; tho Evening Herald,"
Colo.; tho Builders and Traders Exchanges at. Omaha, Nebi; Mil
Minwaukee, Wis.;
' Paul. Minn.;
neapolis. Minn.; the Northwestern
Manufacturer.- association, fct. ram,
the V. S- Indian Warehouse, at Chi
cago, St. IuU, Omaha and New orK,
and at the school. For further
apply to Clinton J. Crandail,
superintendent. Santa Fe, New Mexico. C. V Larrabeo, acting

1--

For the above occasion we will sell
tickets to Chicago and return at rate of
.
uVi to oe
lur me ruuuu 11 ip. t:.i.
iiimcis on

REJ"Ot,VCD

.Had a Close Call.
dangerous surgical operation, in- olving the removal of a malignant
ulcer, as large aa my hand, from my
daughter' hip. was prevented iy tne
application of liucklen's Arnica Salve"
a.
.
says A. C. Stiekel. of Miletus,
Persistent use of the. Salve complete-- j
Iy cured it." Cures cuts, burns and
Injuries. 23c at all druggists.

EXPOSITION
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STOCK

Chicago, III., De(.
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la stock to outfit the
kpmosteverything
fastidious bar complete

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Joe. 8.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best T'lMerlei,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Trice List,
issued to dealers only.

New-Mexic-

..,.

& GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

j

g,

y

Consolidated Liquor Company

,

stic-yard- s,

'

ChaB. Mellni, Hocrt-tarO. Bachechl, Treasurer.

J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Qloml, Vice President.

1

mior-matio-

Carry it about from room to room. Turn wick high or low there's no
danger. Smokeles device prevents smoke and snielL Easy to operate
as a Lamp. All parts easily cleaned, brass Oil lount beautifully tiu- -

$2 Outing Flannel Sacque d 1
very dressy style, for . . P
n

'cheeks, in f.ieir utep the deliberate
By Victor M. Hughes.
Special Correspondence.
movement of men who have learned
no that fast walking under a r' d sun is
Panama, Nov. 10. It requires
for the In tilth.
stretch of the Imagination to sih the
Mud they bring wilh them In plenty"
isthmus as a pleasure resort and as a
mining district. The pleasure resort Their shoes are heavy with it. their
feature Is mainly physical. There is leggings bespattered with it and the
frame hotel of mud is of the regulation red and
the big three-stor- y
fragile construction, designed only for clayey
,
The talk is not of the newly discov
fair weather use. You nee, its sister
nugget
big
Jones
of
or
lead,
the
at everv summer resort in the states. ered
I'p hill and down dale are cottages lost at poker ttio otner mgtu, nui n
so lightly built that they resemble a relates to the "stake" Just the same.
"Hear what the chiefs going i do
child s playhouse. They are perched
on stilts. On the broad verandas that (about the raise?" asks one.
run the full length of the buildings' "Conimi'tee had a -- lectin' with him,
are hammocks, wicker rocking chairs, b;st night. Looks favorable," replies
swings and hammocks.
another.
"Well, we may not get what we ask,
Uut the spirit of the mining camp.
,
ns well as some of Its physical as-- but it's a cinch we'll get something,",
pects is here. No man l l:i the zone says a third. And so on.
with tho purpose of making it bis' Gold the Isthmus has always pro-home. It's the "stake" he's after. The d need in sreiter or less quantities,
average tinner, blacksmith, machinist '1 here are still stveral small minei
or other mechanic, if be works hard in operation, with a total yearly yield
enough may here make from Sl'iio to of probably $Hhi,immi. Placer mining
JUaU a month.
The canal U his has been tried en tne Chagrcs, out
""strike."
that sort of a thing on a river that
Tho nood whistle sounds. Up from lias been known to rise 50 fret in a
the blasting pit, the rock cut, the train day naturally was not much of a
the mills and shop troops the! cess. The number or prospectors has
army, khaki clad, coat less, collarless, grown to hundreds since the
big fellows they are, cans came, and the day of the big
usually, the tan of the tropics on their "KM'iUe" may not be far distant.

-

Oil Heater

190.

10,

IN THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL WE
WILL
SELL YOU ANY LADIES' SWEATER IN THE
HOUSE, ALL COLORS, ALL STYLES, INCLUD-INTHE VEST EFFECTS, FOR 25 PER CENT..
OFF THE REGULAR PRICE.
KINKLEDOWN, A NEW EFFECT IN EIDERDOWN, WE HAVE IN NEARLY ALL COLORS
AND AN EXTRA GOOD QUALITY,
WHICH
FOR THIS WEEK, WE WILL SELL THE
6c
GRADE FOR 45c THE YARD. THIS GOODS IS
JUST THE THING FOR CHILDREN'S COATS
AND CAPS.

We are offering this week a 75c Outing Dressing Sacque, very 1Q(
pretty and new, for

ANIMAL HUNT8 ON

truth.

NOVEMBER

Good Thread, 3 Spools 10c

PLEASURE RESORT AND MINING CAMP

,

LUES

SATURDAY,

CANAL ZONE COMBINES FEATURES OF

WENT TO DEATH BY
THE FIRE ESCAPE LINE
A negro rook named Oscar, one of
the best known lobbygows of Chinatown. Is no more. A few nights ago
he tumbled from tho Are escape on
'he fourth floor, of Poll street to the
sidewalk In front of Nigger Mike Sal
tern' plate and hU body was taken
to the morgue right away. Oscar in
tils tall landed among a crowd of celestials, who. squealing ond with flying qnens, scampered In all directions.
No one in Cbinkvillo knew where Osfrom, but as he was recar can-.liable, ns reliability goes In China-tow::he was much Bought tutor.

Common Practice in Gotham For
Women to Corrv Pistols When
Riding or Driving.

.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

The Albuquerque

000)0

mcmoo04KooiOot
r.tp wimm. Amtr 4.

J.

J

imwc.
LEA-5ONE MAN KNoW.5 WHAT .SORT Of
AT
UNDERWEAR YoU WEAR. AND HE 5 THE 5E.ST
WITH.
MAN FOR YOU TO 5E ON 600D TERM-THE r3EST REJPECT; FoR
.SELF RESPECT
HIMJELF OTHER-- REWHEN A MAN
SPECT HIM. CAN YOU HAVE A GOOD OPINION
THOUGH YOU WEAR
OF YOUR
IF YOU
GOOD CLOTHED ON THE OUTSIDE
DON'T HAVE GOOD UNDERWEAR NEXT TO YOUR
SKIN. WE CAN MAKE YOU REJPECT YOURSELF 5Y GIVING YOU
arvMtur na. at txi

chicmc.

Butrt

: Faywood
I

J

Hot

OUR LEADER

JUIT

$1.00.
$2.00.
$3.50.

I FAYWOOD,

OF UNDERWEAR FOR

A 5ETTER .SUIT OF UNDERWEAR FOR
THE BEaST .SUIT OF UNDERWEAR FOR
GOOD aSoCKJ, 3 PAIR FOR 25 CENTaS.
FINE aSoCKJ, PER PAIR 25 CENTaS TO
UNION aSUITaS, FROM $1.50 To $4.50.

PEOPLE LIKE UNION aSUITaS.
PLEAaSE YOU IN UNDERWEAR.

aSoME

RESPECTFULLY.

v

ncntr

I

,

mm

I

i

I New Mexico

00000

50-CENTa-

CAN

aSIMoN .STERN,
THE R. R. AVE. CLOTHIER.

4

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I .DNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

ACCOMMODATIONS

FIRST

CLASS.
Ses Santa Fs Agent fcr round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

0000K

I Albuquerque Foundryandj1achine Works
WE

l

CURES DROPSY.

SELF--EVEN

--

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

BUILDS

Springs

1

--

xroo ooo

tLitvE3 pai::.

5

RE-5PECT-

ooo

't,

I

Proprietor
. R. HALL.
iron nrt Rrji Caitlns: Ore. Coal and LomDr cars;
Pulleys, Grade Bar,, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iros
Buildings-

J

ssso-ats-,

rrsst

tea

-

Kepalrm on Minima end Mill Maohlnery a pootalt
Alssqserese,
Foundry east side of railroad tra.es.

5

.

0.

Saturday, November

10,

ALBDQUERQUE

190.

Now York. Nov.
10
When the
wayfarer In New Vork, the "lonesomest city lor the stranger," needs
In
hurry the services of a mints- tor. the hold clerk mils the Rev.
Mars); Warren.
Dr.
Hcv, Warren In known throughout
(he city as the hotel
haplain. He
Is a puncher without a church. His
whole time is occupied with minister-Inu to the spiritual needs of the Km,- Hun transient
visitors of the metro)- -

AIRTIGHT.

OR,

HENRY

M.

YORK

IS

CO0000CGOOO0
4

Vehicles

WARREN

.AND,

BOTH

STRANGE

arness
at Reduced

j

c

Prices.

1

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

oils.

Warren originated his field of
he calls the hotels of the
citv his Parish of All StranRers.
haven many
Dr. Warren is the
elopeis have nought. Ho bcllevea in
Corntr First
and Tljtrm Avenue
nianiano when It Is lawful an l when
the ceremony is the demand of two
warm hearts. Recently he oine.l In
"MtliJUUEEn
wedlock W. J. White, the Cleveland
gum millionaire, and Mrs. Helen
WE FILL
Sheldon Maloney. of Chicago. The
(ci
1
f
'K
um innKtiae'x first wife had divorced
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
him fortv years before Dr. Warren;
TDK K1CV. DM. HKNH Y MARSH WARREN.
was called In Mrs. Maloney was also
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEAt Consistent
divorced.
NUE
NEXT 10 BANK OF
"When a couple Is In love I cure not pentaut am) wants a elorgvnmti to reaved and dying.
W perform wedPrices
COMMERCE.
40
give
whether they have been divorced
him a pledge.
ding 'ceremonies, condtrtt funerals,
hours or 40 years, I will gladly marry'
administer the holy communion, and
chapDR. WARREN WRITES
them." This was the hotel
hold public as well as private religlain's comment when asked whether
ON HIS LIFE WORK ious services.
he would have married A'hlte had be
Scarcely a day passes but several
Many come to my home In the
Known the circumstances.
people who are far from home and depths
despair. I listen to their
"Many couples come to nie," said friends are taken suddenly ill, or pathetic ofstory, try to give
them hope,
Dr. Warren, "admitting that they are meet with accidents, or die, and In tell them 1 will be
21 a NORTH SECOND STREE. T
friend and
elopers. I ask them if they are really many Instances they would liave no gladly help them. their
I give them
a!
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
THE
LATEST
in love and If they have the legal one to extend kindnesses and atten- booklet and
pray for them and
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF
right to marry. If f find that they tions so greatly appreciated and com- often I shed often
with them.
tears
can answer these questions
forting at such times If it were not for
!
Several have later told me they
Carriages, Buggies,
I do not hesitate to marry this chaplaincy which we founded and
lieved God led them to me. for they
them. As a rule, elopers flee from organized a lew years ago. I tie rens !W,.rp
,i. vrB
f ,1,.i
,h.i
i,f
Roundabouts, Etc,
family objections. It is not unusual ability of such a work w ill be readily r,,.ndlv word spoken and sympathy
for them to say, Tr. Warren, if you appreciated by any who have ever rx, ,.,,;,,, na1 savt,(, ,
Harness & Saddles,
fl
do not marry us, we will live together been 11 or In trouble in a great city
Slldtty evening bote) services
0ur
I
without being married.
believe and alone, ihe class we especially win ,lf,,n (,n xoy,.,.,,,,,,. u
the
Ihey mean this. They Hie deeply in aim to assist are ladles and gentlemen Hfth avenue hotel, to be followed
on
love and are determined. I am glad of culture and refinement who aro in pa,., Sunday evening in the various
my
to unite them in wedlock.
New York on business or as tourists. large hotels. Many who are not In
Iu
In all the leading hotels there can tho j,alllt
mind I cannot, reconcile technical obf Koill)j ,., (..,.h have
jections."
be found a neatly framed card on kindly told us of having received
much
On Sundays, Rev. Warren
holds which is printed. "Whenever our pa- - heln In this
ALBUQUKRQUK, MKW MKXICO
services in the parlors of some one;trons and frit nds are in need of the
larn-iWe
much
ir
could
work
don
of the hotels. The guests are invited services of a clergyman, the manage-- , our means would permit. We trust
and he always has well attended nient would refer them to our cbap- - the dav mav
far distant when
meetings.
lain. Rev. Dr. Henry Marsh Warren, wo Hhall have a chapel, never closed,
MERCHANT TAILORING
Probably no minister In this city who w ill be glad to perform any pas-- ! where the stranger in need of a
has poured out. to him a greater total services desired.
Address 48 friend mav herp find one. We wish to
volume of confessions. It Is no un- West Niitetyfourth street. Telephone distribute many Hiblea and good
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WE81
common thing for the hotel .chaplain
Riverside."
jeratitre among hotels and strangers
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMto bo called from his bed to the room
Our work includes giving advice In ,and shall broaden our field of
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Mssta.
BINI. PROPRIETOR.
of some young fellow who, after a
sympathy in trouble, conn-- I ness as the iioeeRH.irv means r huh.
8team Sausage Factory,
period of debauchery In which he. has hi- - to any who desire to live a better; plied.
EMIL KLEINWOPT.
disgraced himself and family, is re- -' life, consolation to the suffering, lie-- j
My merchant tailoring shop la up- Masonic Building,
HENRY MARSH WARRKX.
North Third Btrest
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
and he became violently Insane to all hands of Juan Garcia.
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasThe verdict
appearances. His preliminary hearing simply recited In brief the manner of
as I have had fifteen years' exwas set for 2 o'clock in the afternoon; the killing and bow the body was
perience in the business. Suits made
before Justice Garcia.
found. It did not make any recomto order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
Relatives Know Nothing of Causes; mendations or mention the cause leadwith Raaoe ft Msyger.
ing to tho shooting. The jurors were
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garmonta
for Crime.
Office, 115 North First St.
Rivera, Andres Sena, Juan
also cleaned and walking skirts made
Sixto Garcia, a nepnew of the two Severlano
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
Eml-teri"THE MAID AND THE
to order. Give me a trial.
men, attended the family gathering Miguel Valencia, Juan Grlego,
MUMMY" ALL RIGHT.
Garcia and Jacobo Padllla.
O. BAMBINI.
Thursday night, but said he left early
It Is claimed that Richard Carle,
in the evening because his wife comWashington, D. C, Nov. 9, 190C.
TOTI A
autnor of "The Maid and the Mumplained of feeling ill. Ho stated that
Tho resolutions fnvorlnir t'hn rfntorPILLS Dealers In Groceries, Provisions,
"The Mayor MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
he did not know what the motive for .,,,, of tho arn canteen for the gale my," "The Tenderfoot," IIurdv-GurdHa,
v
of Tokio" and "The
They ovuvortMi Wnkne, Irresrti.
Grain and Fuel.
tne snooung was, as ine. umuien. of boer and
to 8oldler8
ht w,
ItirllT and omitm,tiM if nr viarur
i,,!1
f"
8 h V.
'
'e
"UtlVJ
anq
Fine
Imported
Line
of
seemed to be in good spirits up to the dor
Wines,
i
Llqaort
imnion
unanimously
nirnairas
utiiljj.io MnvaMv
rP8tr,.tins.
) ti.
ft,
i
aad burlesque performers with their
...
. .
. .
luun f 1 'i r i ii lion auopico by Advance
tlmk" I...
and Cigars: Place your orders tee
"v U'lmT; nuuv
lug dfr
tofflrltat womtnhnotl, mil
lent, inaepend- - jokes than any other man alive. All
body. Mo
nd
oraraiiK
f
b0UleH
v.lo'ment
of
tW
wlue
this line with us
0,Ut a"',1
city. his musical plays .bound In good
of
Order
of
U.8
fnt
Rechabltes.
known rrmtMly for women equals
his wife came,
NORTH THIRD BTRXaTaV
perhaps the oldest temperance organ- - Jokes and puns, and the less witty
No autopsy has been e!d
Unlet
.by
mull.
drnanrli
and
resourceful
always
'
actors are
WOTT CHEMICAL JotlvU,4L
mortem examination was deemed un- sealing Mr. Carle's thunder. His man-age- r
FOR 8 AXE BY - . ANN ft SON
j necessary,
M. DRAG0IE
,,
,
...
as the cause of death is
always maintains a close watch
Dealer In
men who have served In the army, for men with pen and pa,er and whena short distance below tne shoulder know all about the evil effects of cx- GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
ever one Is found In the audience he
,
,
. "IIU
IHUC
.J ..! .,
' HJtS i IK Ul IU0
,.,.,.(
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, im
is quickly and unceremoniously ejectAll Kinds of Fresh Meat,
h,?.,,'',
that the aboll-U- l ed from the theater.
Many of Mr. -I- NSURANCE.
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY too North
n?F nT,,laeM, iP,I?beHf? hp -- . a"Jlh they realize responsible
Broadway, corner of Wea
for Carle's brightest ideas were written
canln
PUBLIC.
v
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. K
drtoTnVernarhtmtl-h'ag- r
among tor "The Maid and the Mummy," whlc" Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
f drunkenness
?
appears here for one nigtit only, at tne
Automatic Telephone. 174.
Victim Bled Slowly to Death Alone in;S Under present comllllons
lhe gold. Elks' opera house, Wednesday, Nov.
&
- a rv w n cci.
14th.
at low resorts on the
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL B8TAT
That the victim bled to death from ier drinks
LOANS.
his wound Is the opinion of Dr. David "V"" of B,"'f "alb;. without any re1.1. the
teen, FINE OLD COUNTRY
Automatic phone 451.
Knapp, who was called to examine the
by
advocated
Rechabltes,
he
the
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Bulldlaj.
GENTLEMAN COMING.
body by Justice Garcia.
The doctor
"Uncle Josh Perkins," the great
believes that the victim was shot from will drink under government super
restrictions,
vision
which
tinder
comedy success, Is down for an en,an(1
behind, as he was in the act of walk- is mposslble,
gagement of one night at Elks' t heat-eoIng or running through the door, and
friiidt
propose
atlditmn,
the Rechabltes
Thursday, Nov. 15. The play Is
then pitcthed headlong Into the street.
.nrio-o,!
tt
mtohix,
unnon. that the government, in framing the built on original lines and is said
General Repair Shop.
scious and died within a short time.; cantee.n , la'. should discriminate to be presented by a brilliant comsirongiy in iavor or Deer, wnicn nas pany, who make the most iossible out
There was no sign of a Btruggle,
packed
Furniture
tjasc
r
'conoi, of every type of character enacted.
Young Men Who Found Lifeless Body, a y''ry,
Percentage
line and gas stove repaired- w ines. It is believed
an
ight
that the While built largely for laughing purJaquin Sena, Fortlno Ortiz. Magda- will be satisfied with these poses, there Is enough pathos, human
Next to Walton's drug store. Boat
leno Casaus, Nicolas Casadoz, Fin. jW-e- r
Third street.
berto Hlca and Manuel Lujan y Ro - beverages obtained under favorable Interest and thrilling situations unmero are the names of the young men conditions, and that he will be less folded to suit all classes of men, wo" muuigu m mo uuu urueui men and children, too. The forthcomwho found the bodv as thev were re-ing engagement of this company will
turning home from- - a "balle."
They liquors than at present.
This action of the Rechabltes has doubtless attract unusual
ttentlon
were walking along talking and laugh
DRAINING A PURSE
lng when their attention was directed the support of army officers and mili- from the playgoers of Albuquerque.
INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Building Assosto
to a dark object lying in the street, tary organizations. The Spanish war
Is not our source of livelihood
we
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
tlon. Office at 217 West RallreM
which proved to be the remains of veterans at ihelr recent convention
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine believe In giving honest work, honest avenue.
Two of them were here, unanimously directed Its legisFlorencio Garcia.
dispatched to the county Jail to notify lative committee to press congress for Tablets. Druggists refund money If materials, for nonest money. If there
it fails to cure.
E. W. GROVE'S is a single thing wrong with your
the authorities, while the others re- the restoration of the canteen.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
The Rechabltes maiutaln that by t'ignalure Is on each box. 25c.
None of
mained beside the corpse.
flumbing no mater how little, no
them had heard the fatal shot.
The making It possible for soldiers to obbig
matter
how
atwo'Il
to
glad
LIVERY,
SALE, FEED AND TRANSbe
Feel languid, weak, run down?
body was cold, indicating that life had tain such comparatively harmless liqFER STABLES.
uors as beer and light wines under Headache? Stomach "oft"? Just a tend to it properly, attend to it at
been extinct for un hour or more.
Horses and Mules Bought and ExCoroner' Jury Verdict Fixea Blame. government regulations, the cause of plain case of lazy liver. Burdock reasonable expense.
changed.
The verdict returned by the cor- true tempi ranee will be better upheld Wood Hitlers tones liver and stoBEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
oner's Jury was to the effect that the than by driving them to low resorts mach, promotes digestion, purifies the
Standard Plumbing &H63tin Co Second Street, between Railroad and
blood.
deceased came to his death at the beyond the government reservations.
Copper Avenue.
Dr.
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If you buy your heater
of us. We handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and ranges. Prices and terms
H
to suit all.
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THE HOTEL CHAPL A

Hot Times
Are Coming
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EYENIXO
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DEBT AT SOPRIS
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VISIT OUR NEW STORE

Driver Killed by His Own Paid too Much Attention to
Mule, or Was It
Brothers Wife and Was
Shot and Killed.
Suicide.

In Ike death of Andrea Jaraniillo,
a young Mexican, 21 years old, who
w as fosnd dead la tho entrance
of
the C. F. tc I. mine at Soprls, Thurg- day afternoon a case is presented that
Is remarkable for its method of kill--

Following a family reunion at his
home on College street, Santa Fe,
Juan Garcia, 65 years old, a teamster,
shot and killed his younger brother,
Florencio Garcia, a sheep herder 34
years" old, Thursday night, as the lat- ing.
ter fled into the street, says the New
Mexican, which reached this city last
In the maze of deaths which yearly occur at every big mine a paral- night. The slayer then went cooly to
lel of this case is not known ia this bed beside hl wife, who. it is alleged,
state. Jaramillo was found strangled was Indirectly the cause of the tragwith tke big chain, that is used to edy.
pull tiie 'cars, around his waist.
Today he Is raving In a cell in the
He was found lying across the car county jail.
track with tho chain looped several
The cause of the killing, the rela- times around his legs aad twice j lives say, is a mystery, but others as-- I
around his body at the waist. The sert that Juan Garcia, In his incohermule that was used to draw the cars ent statements,
repeated,
several
kiooj patiently at the other end of times:
the cnam.
llai, K(MH,
He ikl,(, n)y wifu unn
This chain that is attached to the reason for shooting him."
races, tnat are rastened on the mule,
sheriff Antonio J. Ortiz said that
Is fastened a'-- the other end to the owine t
the condition of the man
train of tmall cars
H,,
the
ooiitil nor ullow anv one to ki him.
product of the mine.
The killing is shrouded iu much
It was Jaramlllo'g auty to drive mystery and the officers are having
the mule out the main entrance with a hard time to get facts upon which
'he loaded cars and thtn return with to base their case.
empties. About thirty minutes
is Dancer Found Body Lying in Street,
given for each trip and return.
A crowd of young men on their way
Jaramillo was due to return for an- home from a dance about 2 o'clock
other carload at 3:30. When he fail- Friday morning discovered the body
ed to appear the mine boss went to of Florencio Garcia lying in the street
look for .him. He lay close to the in front of his brother's home. They
mule's heels, wrapped In the chain. at once notified the authorities, and an
s
He was emmeshed as If la the
investigation led to the arrest of Juan
of a devil fish.
Garcia.
The murderer was., asleep
There were no marks on his face when the officers came.
or neck. There was no fear or look taken luto custody by Deputy i
of suffering in "his open eyes.
He KMipe Ortiz. He did not try to offer
"
vas dead when found. It seenia al- resistance.
most Impossible for anyone to have Body in Home of Man Who Did
made these loops with the chala
arotmd the body as existed when the
Justice of the Peace Jose Ma. Garyoung driver was found.
cia, who was also summoned, ordered
The mule is unusually well broken. the body carried into the house, and
It obeys the slightest call. Jaramillo proceeded at once with a coroner's
had driven her long. It would appear
alter empanelling the jurors.
reasonable that .he could have called to The shooting was done with u
her to ston if he bad fallen. Conrevolver, whilch was found lying
cerning thai he accident ly Flipped It on a table in one of the rooms. "Exseems almost impossible to reason amination disclosed the fact that the
that so many loops could have been pistol, w hich was u
taken around his body without human contained three loaded cartridges,attain
one
manipulation.
exploded cartridge and one empty
Tne body was brought by Undertak- chamber. The revolver was identified
er George Haugen to the morgue of as belonging to Juan Garcia.
the Trinidad Furniture company. The
Protested Innocence, Then Made
funeral will probably be set for SunConfesion,
day afternoon.
When he was accused of the miir-Friday morning the coroner will dor of his brother,
at
hold an Inquest. It is not believed first maintained his Juau Garcia, pro-!
innocence and
that there was foul pl3y, although oa lessen noi. u Know iinyttitng
about the
the face of the strange manner in artair. However, after he had
been
which he was found and the loops questioned during
inquest, he finaround his body it is a peculiar case. ally confessed and the
stated that the
Jaramilla was unusually well liked shooting was justifiable.
witand peaceful. It is not known If he nesses were examined, but other testheir
had any enemies. The miners them- timony was of little
value. So far as
selves are unable to explain how he can be learned
there was no
could have gotten lato the death tanto the murder excepting the pergle he did unless he deliberately tried petrator
of the crime.
at wif destruction.
men had been drinking during
It Is a remarkable case as strange theBoth
evealng and the supposition is
a death as has ever occurred in this
they were intoxicated when the
mine at Soprls. The inquest may be that
fatal shooting occurred.
They reable to bring out some additional facts mained
In the house together after the
although not likely, as no oae has
had gone or had retired for the
len found who even saw the acci- others and
it Is believed that they bedent if accident It was until the night
gan quarreling.
Juan Garcia was
mine boss went to censure him for
maudlin drunk when arrested and
his supposed tardiness.
seemed not. to realize the enormity of
his crime. Later in the morning sympNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
toms of mental aberration developed
Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office. Small HoldiDj
Claim No. 2999.
1

j

(

tan-ticle-

satis-factorill-

b--

.

J. KORBER

1

Santa Fe, N. M.. Oct. 19, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice
of bis intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections
Hi and 17 or the act of March 3, 1891
C!iJ Stats., S54.), as amended by
the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be ma,de
before A. K. Walker, probate clerk at
Albuquerque, N. M., on December 5,
l'.tub, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora of
Carpenter, N. M., for the Tracts 1, 2,
;t not
19,
4, Seclon
Township n
North, Range 6 East.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz: Francisco,
Montez. Leonard Skinner, J. M. Skinner and Marcelino Crespln, all of Carpenter, N. M.
Any pers6n who deairts to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under ihe laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
d
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
snd to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submiued by claimant.
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Register.

Famous Strike Breakers.
The most famous striKe breakers in
the land are Dr. Kind's New Life
Pills. Win n liver and, bowels go on
strie, they quickly settle the trouble,
and the purifying work goes riht on.
lent cure for constipation, headache
and dizziness. i'5c tt all dmggist.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and get If back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
I
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A. E. WALKER,
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its Location

PEL EN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINK OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
l.nnt) BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2ox
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD
0 AND
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A Railway Center

OS)

GOME

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis
Located on Belen

Cut-of-

f

of New Mexico

of Santa Fe Railway
i

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite
,
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THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT:
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
ONE-THIR-

D
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MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH H PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

A

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAI'S AND PRICES. IK
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

A

TWO-THIRD-

0K00OSKsCsaoCO0C4
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provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

S,

......

The Belen Town and
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Meat Market

y,

i Amusements
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above-mentione-

CO.,

THIRD STREET
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useful-difficult-
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STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL IAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL. CAPACITY 100 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. FU)UH. WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANT?.
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
Tiii" NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT l!K ESTIMATED
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Lap Robes
Horse Blankets
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Christian Science services at 11 o'8
WEST RAILROADAVt.ya
II Or. II. M. Wilson, the dentist, hns clock
morning nt the Woftke-the office in the Grant building man's Sunday
Club rooms. Commercial club
formerly occupied by Ir. Kraft.
building, corner of Fourth street and
Rev. A. J. llnrrlHon left this morn- Gold avenue.
officiing for ttanta. Fe, where ho will
O
ate tomorrow at the 'Church of the
Christian Church Northedst corner
Holy FAIth.
of Gold avenue and Broadway, F.rnest
1
Mr. iind Mrs. W it. Cms. nbacher, of E. Crawford minister.
Sunday Schexd nt 10 a. m.
1419 Worn Railroad avenue, have been
Morning Worship at 11 o'clock.
pladdened by tne arrival of an eight-pounEvening Worship nt 7:30 o'clock.
Imby girl.
l'reaclii;; by the minister in both
Thomas Carsoallen is in town from
you have for u depends on how useful wo arc to you.' Therefore Ilthe Sandoval county timber district. services.
He Ih 'superintendent (Ihtc for J. A.
'
ls up to ua to maVf ourselves lnlisponaable.'
Church
The First Presbyterian
Dye and is here owing to the illness t'ornci of
street aad Silver ave- .How? ny selling Mioea that will, give you so raueh satisfaction
hat
of Mrs. Dye.
nue.
you will ask for them again.
'l:iytn. wife and
Mrs. and Miss
Service at 11 a. in and '.;! p. m.
The Christian's
daughter of Rev. W. 1). :iivyton, have
Mornine subjee',
Now do wr sell this kind? The steady increase of our business is
returned from Missouri a ITU Virginia, Mission."
Evening subject
our argument tha'
What Think Ye
where they have been spending the
1. A trial will prove' positively that we do.
of ChriM?"
past five months visiting friends.
Sunday School at !:4." a m.
Monday
morning
Next
at 10 Youag
'ivoph s meeting at i:t-"- ' p. in.
o'clock the Ilernalillo county com- -'
Cood limbic at each service. In l he
to
will
canvass
meet
the
mlssioners
S hoe far boys and girls. 1.00 to $2.60
vote of the election of last Tuesday morning the organist will playMy Clod
arrangement of "Nearer
Hhucs for women
1.50 to 5.00
In this county.
to Thee."
M.
Harvey
Richards,
from Socorro
Women's Tiouso slippers. .60 to l.tiil
o
county, arrived In Albuquerque yes-- ,
First Methodist Episcopal Church
JShoes lor nun
1.73 to 4.00
being
by
congratulated
terday and Is
It' v. J. C. Itollins, D.D., pastor.
his friends here on bis recent election
House Slippers for men. .75 to 2.00
The church Is located on the corner
to the legislative council,
of Souih Third s'reet and Lead ave
Dr. Jacob Kaplan's classes w ill me't nue.
Monday evening at 7:30, In the vestry
The Sunday School meets nt .i:4.Y
rooms of Temple Albert, corner West Strangers arc cordially Invited.
Slonilng worship at 11 n. m.. the
Gold and Seventh street. This is the
last evening that new
will pastor will
"The Personality
be accepted.
of the (ios)el."
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
Epworili League meets at C: 30 p. in.
R. Ruppe, the people's parly nomiAnother.'
nee for bouse of representatives, elect- '1 nenie, "Forgiving
At the evening hour, 7:30, the paswTien purchased at F. F. Trotter's ed last Tuesday, Ik a candidate for
tor will speak, "The Vacant. House
grocery store, are Bure to bring the speaker of the bouse of the next leg- and the House
K. 1,. Itaca. of
islative assembly.
right flavor to all dishes into which Santa Fe, Is. also in the race for
In the morning the choir will sing
"Hear O Ixird," and in the evening
they enter.' This Is because we al- speaker.
Mrs. Miller will sing. "My Redeemer
ways procure tne best manufactured,
Dr. McClary, of New
York, last and My Lord," by Dudley Ruck.
we find out firt what brands are re- night delivered his lecture on "The
The public Is cordially invited to
liable and personally guarantee them. Mission of Mirth." In the Congrega- all these services and made welcome.
tional church.
The lecture was one
of a series of entertainments being
Congregational Church On T.road-waheld there and was an enjoyable and
hi '.lie e:isj end of the viaduct.
instructive feature e f the course. I! Rev. J. W. ItJirica pastor.
was well attended.
Sunday School at
Mr. and Mrs. John K. Ferris of InMornii'g service at 11 o'clock. Topic
dianapolis. Ind.. are visiting Mrs. John of sermon, "The Hill of tho Lord, or
Mos. 118 and 12t) South Second street Ford,
of 410 Silver avenue. Mr. Fer- - a Question For All to Ask." Musical
rls, who has been In the rMiI estate selections as follows:
business In his home city, is seeking
Organ Prelude "Autlphon" Rat is! e
a home in this portion of the country Holy Temple
Choir
GEO. WHICKOX.'
T. Y. MAYNARD
Bud Is contemplating
a permanent A lit hem "Hide' Thou Me"
Hya"
Quartet.
residence in Albuquerque.
None realize this fact more
The Holidays tire rapidly approaching.
C. Ralllard.
Albert
f Gallup, will Offertory.
repetlon
anticipating
we,
a
than do
and
of the gratifying patronage
pass through the city this evening en Vocal Solo "Gently Lord, O dtntly
accorded us last holidays, we hare purchased the finest line of Rich
Lead Me"
Ran ford
mine uome irom Merino, wis., ae-- I
Cut Glass. Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, In
Mrs. Howard Clark.
companies by his bride.
The
bride
dftloo to our usual lines ever known In this city. The goods are on
was Miss Clara Ebert, the daughter of Organ Trelude Processional. Ratistt
display in our salesroom. South Second Street, and we cordially Invite
Evening service nt 7:30. The pastor
a prominent merchant of Merrillo.
r- - your early Inspection. Special attention paid to mail Inquiries.
The marriage took place at the will give a lecture to business men
on the topic, "Chrisnnd
bride s home October 30.
tianity and the Commercial Spirit." If
Hickox-Maynar- d
Howard Sweet, whose; residence is you
ar? n stranger in our city we
in Socorro and who has just been
would be glad to welcome you at any
elected clerk of his county by a hand- or
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
all of the ahove services.
some majority, Is spending several
Band In Your Watcham tor Rapalra
days In this city. Mr. Sweet ha3 been
First Baptist Church Broadway and
In the cattle business In Socorro counTH
ARCH FRONT.
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
Lead avenue.
ty for several years.
Ho Is also a
Sunday School at f.uO a. 1:1.. .1. A.
veteran of the railroad business.
Hammond superintendent. x
H. H. Tilton, secretary of the Ce
Public Worship at 11 a. m. and 7:30
Onenttiro Hllilriintr on.l T .ni
p. m.,
sermons bv the pastor. J.
tlon of this city, Informs The Citizen W. T. with
McNIel.
that
ho has paid out J22.0UU this week
Raptism at the evening service.
GO.
In matured stock, all of which with
Youag People's meeting nt 11:4.").
me exception of $3,000 was paid to
MORNING SERVICE.
residents of Albuquerque. This Is the Organ Prelude Andante
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
R Flat Major
nintn series or stock matured and
!''
Dubois
paid
by this association.
Anthem O, Rest in the Lord Morse
r.i.
President D. F. Croft, of the Tres
Amlgos Gold Mining Co., of Clilhuu OffertoryMrs. Ed. Hale, Soloist.
We'v
hua, Mexico, arrived here last night Solo ..'. Andante
Selected
from El Paso, Texas. He is gi tting
J. N. Cudby.
Utrodubed about town by A. G. O. Postlude Prof.
Pracludium No. 8
Buck
The Wilson Hot
Cooke, vico president of the company.
Heater is so constructEVENING SERVICE.
Amigog
The
Tres
mining
Interests
are
Prelude Andante
ed
J. Rheinhcrgor
into actual heat every ounce of
located In the Guaynopa mining dis- Offertory Evening Prayer.
.H. Smart
coal and every bit of gas. There is no waste.
trict in the slate of Chihuahua.
Male Quartet "The Glory Sor.g
Word
hua
been
to
here
received
the
Messrs. McNIel, Palmer, Cadby and
Not only does cut fuel bills in half,
effect that Hon. T. II. Catron is seriColIIster.
but
gives greater heating power
ously contemplating legal steps for Postlude Martha
C'hauvet
the purpose of contesting the election
Futrelle-Gldeothan any other heater known.
Rosa
Orgynist.
of E. A. MIera. his opponent in the reStart a fife in. a
cent election for the office of territorOur ROUGH DRY
don't have
ial councilman from the Sandoval-Sant- to be washed over. work
Imperial Laun
Fe council district.
It is dry Co.
said that he will contend thut
House slippers for men. women and
he was illegally deprived cf his
representation upon the regular ballot children. Felt or soft kid, black or
In Santa Fe county and that tho re- colored, plain or with fur tons. The
HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT
apportionment of the territory by the kind that combines daintiness with
governor was without due authority in comfort and wear. Prices range from
0c to $1.50. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
law.
W
Railroad avenue.
FOR A FIRST CLASS SUNDAY
DINNER, DON'T FAIL TO PATRONYOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
and it will be roaring in five minutes.
IZE ZEIGERS CAFE RESTAURANT. MAHARAN. 516 WEST RAILROAD.
perfect damper system enables
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR $1
We do it riKhf. ROUGH OR Y.
PER WEEK.
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SATURDAY,

may think jou can get
along very well withpiano, but If
out
you will consider a moment you will
rftilb.o that with a thoroughly good
piano !n your home there Is mdslcal
enjoy meiii ror you without end.
A gend piano will make your lioma
twice ns attractive, nrovide unlimited
pleasure fer you and your friends, be- sieie
rurnishing a nqfe investment
that bus little de preciation lieeanse of
the high reputation each make we sell
enjoys.
Kn't it a mistake to put off owning a piano any longer, especially
when there is nn res son under the
j
fun' tor the delay?
delay?
. Why should you
Not becauso of terms, because we
have told you again and again ihat
payments may be arranged to meet
your wishes. Not because of any
doubt about the quality of the piano
you may select, for that Is guaranteed
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ready-made-
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12.00
TO

$25.00

W.H.HAHN&CO.
Wholttmlo mnd mmtmll

W think yem will be? convinced on
yeu will favor us with a rail.

Coal and Coke

Best American Block
$6.50!
Hard Nut Coal
8.50
Larger Sizes
9.501
Domestic Gas Coke
6.00
Green Mill wood, per load
$2.25
Dry Mill Wood, per load
2.75
Factory Blocks, per load
3.00
Alto Native Stove Wood and Kindling
in All Sizes.
Phones Black, 260
Auto. 416

these points tf

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

It Will Pay You to Trade With

1"
V

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Copper Ave.

'

STEEL RANGES

mm m mm

aSi'..?.".!

STOVES

s

Co.

ALBUQUERQUE

Un-Convinc-

Into two
tlsfactle
nd a small army of men
Mill patronize the custom tailor. Nw we
will nay candidly, that if you can afford to pay
to $100 for a suit
or overcoat, that, you can do no b,.tt,.r than to keen
on Patronizing the Tailor Princes. Then. s
Bactlsfact.oa
in knowing that yem CAN pay such prices
RUT; if you belong to the $f,0 ranks, 'let us buggrst
(and prove If you will) that you will get better misfae-tlon- ,
a better fit, and much superior workmanship In one
H. S. Jc M. Suits or Ovearoosts
of our ready-mad- e
If you like custom-mndclothes Rt $25 to $.10. wo can
Ijlve yem something better at

j

The

orgood clothes

ULCERS

?
in ".rUL.',

i

j

If there Is any other ronton we
don't know of it, and if you will come
in nnd tell 11s what It i we believe
we will be able to de.ir the difficulty
awav.
When you next go shopping why
not call here and Relert the piano that
puis you?
.
Awaiting your call we are
Very respectfully,
LEARNARD & L1NDEMANN.
20G West Gold Avenue.
New Mexico's Largest Piano Buyers.

Message to the

j

mere-mint-

10, 1906.

YOU

j

F. F. TROTTER

NOVEMBER

SI 8,00 aild

ARTICLES

urge assohtheht

a

UP

5c, 10c & 15c
IN

ABUNDANCE
8

I

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles!
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

HARDWARE

una

Waste Fuel

No

that it turps
it

plast

it

A

0

THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
Home Comfort,

n,

Round

Oak,

Miller and National

National

Peninsular
&

and

a

WILSON

Heating Stoves.

COAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
: GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

HEATER

WHITNEY COMPANY,

The

vou to keep fire for 36 hours.

ALBUQUERQUE

pei-ia-

mTam

THE

Diamond

Palace

Dtaiii'.ruU,

WatCiM. Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
jour trarte and tfunnatcj A SQUARE DEAL.

4 4 ir 4
--

-- J

4 4

44

J

4

EPHANT.
Taka your Sunday dinner at the Columbus hotel. The menu will Include
baked chicken with oyat-- r dressing,
and everything els.' that g.to nia',:e
a tip top dinner.
-

RAILROAD AVE.

5

Cm.

"FOR""THE TAKING-FR- EE
YOURS
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL'

SOLE AGENTS

EVERITT

laundry

liaked chicken with oyster dressing and everything els.- - Juht IIS SOOM
at the Columbus hotel Sunday.

GO.

HARDWARE

l

TAXES ARE NOW DUE. KINDLY
PAY AND AVOID EXTRA
WORK
AND EXPENSES.
THE BEST

PRIVATE SALE.
Furnil nre for a seven-roohouse.
practically new weather oak. decided
ly modem In every detail, and iwthout
a marred piece; must be sold between
now and the first of December. The
hemse l8 also new and modern and
er.n be rented with the furniture In it.
Three rooms are now rented to room
ers for rent more than enual t. the'
non.--e
rent. A snan for some one'
ju. coming to the. city. Everything
is completly sanitary and only reason
for selling la thnt young couple own
ing tne property is going away. Call
at 4J1 South Third street.

SUNDAY
FEES PEERLESS HOMEMADE
DINNER IN THE CITY
AT ZEIG- CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
ERS CAFE RESTAURANT, FROM 12 STORE.
NOON TO 3 P. M
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.

We invltw

FIFTY-CEN-

--

--

4.

.j

HONEY
d

i
i

APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
CORE! TREES FOR SALE.
N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.

Boys' Underwear
We have just received a complete line of Koy.v
Underwear. These goods are full cut, well made
from a reliable factory and we can recommend
them for food durable wear.
Union Suits only $1.00.
Kleece lined
suits 75 cts. and $t. ,o per
gar-merit-

two-pie-

ce

e
suits, goad
Wool
per suit.
We invite your inspection.
two-piec-

1.. I..

t

Tue Woman's Kxchange Is the only
place in the city, where you can always buy home-cookgoods. Try our
pies baked on paprus plo plates. WoExchange, 401 West Railroad
man'
avenue.

s,

suit.

W.-lll-

4-- 4

(t

KN

Co

MRS. M. C. WILSON

PLUMBERS AND
TINNERS

BoutH rtrat mtroot
lie.403,11T.Hortu
4ot,
rtrtt mtromt

113,

r K . r. M. ,
oitmat mi whit: m ts hum mt?;

AteoU:

Winchester Arms m4 AoMititMi.

Hercules Powder and High Explosives.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

BLUE POINTS

Mil

iijasoLuruY

uk

pure.,

ill

P'OR

e aristocracy

among oysters
B"
No others equal them in delicacy
j
of flavor or in the purity of their
white meat. They demand higher prices,
- as they are considered by epicures to be
the choicest oysters obtainable. The only Blue Point beds in the
United Stales are located in the Great South Bay, on the south shore
of Long Island. This bay is fed by the waters of the Atlantic and by
numerous streams of cold, sparkling spring water. There are no cities
or factories along this shore, so that the water is entirely pure and free
from contamination.
I

:

1

IAT. CAB

mmiimM
m

NORTHPORT SELECTS

only $1.50

we-i-h- t,

DOC - WAN - JACK

i

Ten pounds of the best extracted
honey.
sixty-pouni.
can for $5.
Orde r by powal. V. I. Alien. Hox 202
Citv.

Fancy Dry Goods
4
4
4

4

tamping Bono to Ordor
IU ft . Usld Avesut

ALBLQl'LRQl'E,

N. M.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

The se! oysters closely resemble the Blue Point In their delicacy of flave.r aiul plump, white nient ;
but are much larger, end come from the north shore of Long IMand iusteael of the south shore, tho
hmiio eif the lilue Point.
Northport Selects are ufed by all the best hotels and restaurants where a large oyster Is
and are considered to be without a poer In their own class. These oysters are of the National
Carrier Company's own raising.
as perfect a condl ion
We use the Sealshlot Carriers, so that we receive them nt our ure
ns wb'jn they leave the stiell.
- -

)ter

-

AT THK
C0L9VB3

HALL

Amission 50c

DANCING SCHOOL

lalies

Free

0

The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest

T

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. J. 4. 4. fr 4. 4. 4. 4. 4.

Ranges,

taBaatfAXJaJ

0

